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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

History and Overview of Assessment 

Onondaga Community College is authorized by the SUNY Board of Regents to award Associate 
of Arts (A.A.), Associate of Science (A.S.), Associate of Applied Science (A.A.S.) degrees and 
certificates. A.A.S. degree and certificate programs are designed to prepare students for 
immediate employment upon graduation, while A.A. and A.S. degree programs prepare students 
for transfer or further study at other educational institutions. 

Onondaga Community College offers nearly 50 degree and certificate programs, recently adding 
American Sign Language, Alcohol and Substance Abuse Counseling, and Advanced 
Manufacturing programs in response to workforce needs. SUNY guarantees transfer from two-
year colleges to SUNY senior institutions with full junior status when graduates transfer to 
parallel programs. 

Prior to 2008 and the last Middle States visit, Onondaga Community College attended to 
assessment responsibilities through: 

● Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee work, supported by a faculty member on a 
reduced work load; 

● Well-established program review processes; and 
● SUNY-mandated assessment of general education. 

The evaluation team noted the College’s commitment to assessing student learning but 
recommended making its assessment efforts systematic and comprehensive, linking it to 
institutional effectiveness indicators. 

The President took immediate action towards an increased focus on assessment and continuous 
improvement.  The President: 

● Organizationally elevated and expanded the scope of the Office of Institutional Planning, 
Assessment and Research. 

● Established a direct reporting relationship with the Chief Planning, Assessment and 
Research Officer to promote and strengthen assessment efforts and the College’s ability 
to maximize the use of data for institutional improvement and assessment. 

● Hired an experienced professional to work with all campus constituents to develop a 
comprehensive, systematic institutional effectiveness and learning outcomes assessment 
plan. 

● Appointed an Assessment Task Force to build upon current processes in place, such as 
the Learning Outcomes Assessment, Program Mix Review, Divisional Master Plans and 
Operational Plans, in order to develop a highly effective, comprehensive assessment plan 
that will enable the College to engage in continuous improvement in all areas of 
operation relative to its mission and strategic plan. 
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Since 2008, Onondaga Community College has developed a comprehensive system of 
assessment of student learning focused on a set of common student learning outcomes.  The 
college community uses assessment results to identify areas of strength and opportunities for 
improvement to enhance student learning and success.   

The program includes the following components: 

● Standardized planning and assessment framework with documented evidence of 
implementation and use: 

 Common glossary of assessment terms; 
 Clearly-articulated institutional, department- and program-level goals; 
 Learning outcomes at the course, program and institutional levels; 
 Implemented strategies to achieve those goals; and 
 Use of assessment results to improve teaching and learning, and inform planning 

and resource allocation. 

● Web-based software application to track and monitor planning and assessment activities: 

 Centralized authority source for documenting evidence of continuous 
improvement; 

 Campus-wide responsibility for compiling and analyzing data; and 
 Campus-wide open and transparent communication of plans and results. 

Onondaga Community College’s assessment of student learning is, without a doubt, at a more 
advanced stage.  In the last six years, our concentrated and rigorous efforts have established a 
culture of assessment; most of the faculty equates assessment with continuous improvement.  
Faculty and administrators continue to collaborate on the development and implementation of the 
program.  Assessment has shifted from ‘pilot’ activities, to using results to inform department 
and institutional planning.  

Through improved information gathering and analysis with WEAVEonline, the College has an 
institutional view of how each entity contributes to advancing the mission and goals of the 
College, as well as identifying opportunities for improvement. Achievements associated with the 
implementation of WEAVE include: 

● Centralized planning and assessment documentation - all published in a web-based 
platform using a standardized framework and reporting cycle. 

● Improved transparency and communications – information viewable by all campus 
leadership, employees and Board of Trustees. 

● Integrated standardization and discipline with the planning and assessment processes -
campus focused on planning strategies and regular documentation with purpose and value 
to the reader. 

● Strategic and institutional learning outcomes - alignment built into the framework. 
● Streamlined and improved workflow - central electronic repository houses all mission-

critical documentation aligned with the strategic plan. 
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Finally, a variety of assessment results are presented annually on Assessment Day, in department 
meetings, or through professional development offerings coordinated by the Teaching Center.  
These opportunities have grown substantially over the last five years, and are well attended.  The 
entire campus is informed through various communications, including e-mail, posters, and 
WEAVE demonstrations.  They are examples of the fundamental changes, as evidenced in this 
report. 

Organizational Structure for Assessment 

The mission of assessment and program review at Onondaga Community College is to support 
best practices in assessment of student learning at the institutional, program and general 
education/course levels, resulting in sustainable, continuous improvement in teaching and 
learning. The Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research works in conjunction 
with the Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee (consisting of faculty representatives from 
each college discipline) to achieve this mission. Key assessment initiatives are outlined below: 

Institutional Level Assessment 

Nationally Normed Assessments 

The Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research indirectly assesses student 
experiences at Onondaga through the Community College Survey of Student Engagement 
(CCSSE) and Student Opinion Survey (SOS). Over the years, results have been used to drive 
continuous improvement in various campus operations.  

Local Assessments 

The Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research administers post-graduate 
satisfaction surveys.   In addition to asking students to share their satisfaction with various 
aspects of their Onondaga experience, the survey asks them to share their future plans, i.e. 
employment, higher education, etc. Data are collected in such a way that the Office is able to 
share results with each academic and administrative department. 

Program Level Assessment 

External Program Review and Student Learning Assessment within Academic Disciplines 

The purpose of Program Review and Student Learning Assessment is to provide programs and 
academic leadership with an objective critique of programs and a basis for improvement. The 
focus of the review is on the academic enterprise and on steps that could—and should—be taken 
to improve the program within available funding levels. In carrying out their assessment plan, all 
programs: 

● Complete one cycle of assessment every six years or on a cycle of programmatic 
accreditation of ten years or less; 

● Include measures of student learning outcomes; 
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● Seek review of their final assessment report by an external review team, including a 
campus visit and report to the Chief Academic Officer; and 

● Include a strategy for measuring, specific to designated learning outcomes, change in 
students’ knowledge and skills over time. 

For all new programs a mid-point (third year) academic program assessment is conducted. All 
new programs follow the guidelines outlined above and substitute an internal peer review for the 
external review process. 

Administrative Program Mix Review 

An administrative program mix review is conducted annually. Program data—including new and 
returning student enrollment; student interest (admission data); persistence and graduation rates; 
competitive analysis; cost information; and labor demand—are used to assist in identification of 
academic programs in need of a comprehensive review. 

This process: 

● Identifies current programs to be evaluated in order to determine a particular program’s 
efforts toward promoting a healthy mix of/within OCC programming; 

● Provides for an impartial and thorough administrative review of those programs 
completed in cooperation with program faculty, which takes into account a wide range of 
criteria that contribute to making a program a productive part of the range of offerings at 
the College; 

● Identifies areas of potential opportunity for new programs and certificates; and 
● Provides processes and tools for conducting program feasibility analyses (i.e. long-term 

sustainability and community need/value) prior to proposal submission for faculty 
consideration. 

Annual Academic Program and Administrative Division Reports and Updates 

Each academic program and administrative division prepares annual plans, which consist of 
strategies to be undertaken during the year. These plans include specific outcomes/objectives, 
measures and action steps that are related to the goals and initiatives specified in the strategic 
plan.  Progress is monitored throughout the year and shared with key stakeholders and 
constituent groups annually. 

General Education/Course-Level Assessment 

Onondaga Community College’s General Education courses aspire to complement curriculum    
specific initiatives across academic disciplines, and meet SUNY system expectations.  Among 
the diverse curricula, General Education seeks to specify a common ground by enabling students 
to acquire knowledge and skills in the areas of quantitative literacy and critical thinking, 
communications, diversity, and technology. Courses are assessed on a three-year cycle. 
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Assessment Day 

Five years ago, Onondaga instituted a College-wide Planning and Assessment Day: a half-day 
event of expert presentations, informal poster/multi-media sessions and participatory dialog 
about continuous improvement strategies at Onondaga.  It is an opportunity for faculty and staff 
to showcase their current projects and share workable ideas for effective, practical and 
sustainable planning and assessment efforts throughout the college.  Additionally, participants 
learn about a variety of approaches to outcomes assessment, including general education and 
academic programs, along with facilities, service, technology and leadership. 

Assessment Fellowships and Assessment Leaders 

Assessment is emphasized through an incentive-based assessment fellowship program offering 
tools, resources, internal and external training experiences and regular support to fully include 
both academic and non-academic employees in opportunities to explore or learn more about 
effective assessment practices. 

Goals and Accomplishments 

The Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research and the Learning Outcomes 
Assessment Committee (consisting of faculty representatives from each college discipline), have 
worked collaboratively to achieve the following: 

● 92 total Assessment Fellows, including three Assessment Leaders trained to develop 
assessment plans, coordinate data collection, analyze and use data. 

● Academic program assessment plans, measures, targets and course outlines documented 
and reviewed. 

● Two assessment workshops per semester conducted for OCC’s faculty and 
administrators. 

● State University of New York (SUNY) General Education courses and assessment plans 
reviewed and approved. 

● Academic program reviews completed. 
● All academic programs have reported on at least one outcome or objective during the past 

two academic years. 
● Basic Communication and Humanities General Education assessment supported with 

compensation for readers. 
● Feedback on proposed Middle States standards coordinated and submitted to MSCHE 
● Continuing to improve the Assessment of Student Learning program. 
● Continuing to develop work groups of faculty to review assessment tools and rubrics. 
● 2014 Planning and Assessment Day included projects from faculty, administrators and 

students highlighted in formal presentations and poster sessions; more than 100 attended. 
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II. ACADEMIC PROGRAM ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT LEARNING 

Student learning is measured by assessing knowledge in outcome areas defined by faculty. 
Examples of direct measures used at Onondaga include rubrics / scoring guides, group critiques, 
internship evaluations, licensure exams, performances, and portfolios.  The specific outcome 
statements and a description of assessment tools are presented / documented for each outcome 
area in WEAVE. Outcomes are aligned with the College’s Institutional Learning Outcomes. 
Early in the fall semester, faculty are contacted to confirm participation in the program, 
identifying at least one outcome to be assessed.  Reports and subsequent actions are submitted to 
the Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research at the end of the academic year. 

Accreditation 

Onondaga currently offers seven nationally-accredited programs (names, agencies and 
accreditation years are listed below). 

Program Agency Year 
Early Childhood Education 
Specialization / Human Services 

National Association for the Education of Young 
Children, Early Childhood Association Degree 
Accreditation 

2010 

Electrical Engineering Technology Technology Accreditation Commission of the 
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology 

2008 

Health Information Technology Commission on Accreditation for Health Informatics and 
Information Management Education 

2012 

Nursing Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing 
(formerly known as National League for Nursing 
Accrediting Commission) 

2008 

Physical Therapist Assistant Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy 
Education, American Physical Therapy Association, 
Department of Accreditation 

2004 

Respiratory Care Commission on Accreditation for Respiratory Care 2010 
Surgical Technology Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education 

Programs 
2012 

The following examples of individual department assessment reports demonstrate an organized, 
sustained approach to the assessment of student learning. For the complete report, please see 
Appendix B, Academic Program Assessment Reports: AY2012-13 and AY2013-14. 

Example One:  Architecture and Interior Design Department 

The Architecture and Interior Design department offers three A.A.S. programs to students: 
Architectural Technology (ARH); Interior Design (IND); and Apprentice Training - Building 
Trades (ABT). All faculty members (three full-time and one part-time) are New York State 
(NYS) Registered Architects with substantial education and experience. Seven adjunct 
instructors who teach Architecture courses are NYS Registered Architects, Engineers or 
Landscape Architects; two adjuncts who teach Interior Design courses are Certified Interior 
Designers. 
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First implemented in 2008, the department now requires all matriculated students to complete 
first-semester Foundation Studio courses. These Foundation courses, along with required second-
semester Architecture courses, are cross-linked with Interior Design courses. This is done to 
supplement Architectural Technology program enrollment and increase teaching efficiencies and 
economies of Architecture and Interior Design faculty members, who are allied within the 
department and interdependent in the professional world.  Standalone capstone courses allow for 
discipline-specific assignments and collaboration between ARH and IND students during group 
projects, thereby simulating symbiotic aspects of working on real-world projects. 

Architecture and Interior Design faculty members have worked with the College’s academic 
advising team to implement aspects of the first-year advising process, which complement the 
department’s self-advising model. Students will participate in an advising preparation session 
prior to contact with the department for program-specific advising. Career goals are discussed 
during the department’s new student, small-group advising sessions, and tours of the 
department’s facilities are conducted. The session ends with students individually advised and 
registered for their appropriate first semester courses. Student advising continues during the 
semester with progress reviews at the three-week mark, and referral of students meeting 
established criteria to the Student Services Case Collaboration/We Care program. These advising 
enhancements are designed to increase student awareness of the rigors of the programs and 
profession, and identify students in need of referrals for assistance with personal issues that may 
affect those students’ ability to succeed. 

In 2012-2013, the department identified students’ ability to “demonstrate competent manual and 
digital drafting techniques” as a measurable learning outcome to be assessed for both programs. 
Assessment measures, targets, results and ensuing actions include: 

● ARH/IND 120 course project: 100% of student residential construction drawing 
submission will achieve a ‘C’ or better. 12 student drawing sets were submitted from two 
ARH 120 course sections; 10 of those 12 achieved a ‘C’ or better (83% success rate). 6 
student drawing sets were submitted from two IND 120 course sections; 4 of those 6 also 
achieved a ‘C’ or better (67% success rate). In reviewing the "manual and digital 
drafting techniques", the department discussed the desirability of having students able to 
sketch/study/plan construction details manually, whether by use of drafting tools, grid 
paper or other manual freehand means. Further discussed was whether such an aim can 
be incorporated into the outcome description since there is no manual component to the 
construction drawing set, given that attempts to use a specific sheet (i.e. Foundation 
Plan) as a manual exercise resulted in tracing over a CAD-generated base with little or 
no understanding or use of line-weight, line-type, etc. 

● ARH/IND 140 final exam: 100% of students completing exam will earn ‘C’ or better.  21 
out of 23 ARH 140 students achieved a ‘C’ or better (96% success rate); 6 out of 7 IND 
140 students also achieved a ‘C’ or better (85% success rate). 
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In 2013-2014, the ARH program assessed how well students were able to: 

● Demonstrate the ability to graphically communicate design ideas and concepts. 100% of 
13 students achieved a ‘C’ or better on the ARH 230 final exam. 

● Demonstrate the ability to produce a set of competent construction documents for 
commercial building projects, utilizing digital software to produce written and graphic 
components. 9 out of 10 students achieved a ‘C’ or better on ARH 121 final drawings; 
and 10 out of 11 students achieved a ‘C’ or better on the ARH 142/143 final exam. 

● Understand and apply integrated design and sustainable construction knowledge. 100% 
of 16 students achieved a grade of ‘C’ or better on the ARH 250 final exam. 

In 2013-2014, the IND program assessed how well students were able to: 

● Understand and apply design process and design principles in order to solve abstract and 
real interior design problems. 6 out of 9 students achieved a ‘C’ or better on IND 215 
final commercial design projects. 

● Understand, apply, and orally and graphically present methods and materials of interior 
finishes and furnishings for commercial interior design projects. 8 out of 10 students 
achieved a ‘C’ or better on the IND 246 final exam. 

Onondaga’s faculty members approved curricular revisions for the ARH and IND programs in 
December 2012 in order to reduce the number of overall credits required for completion, while 
increasing exposure to sustainability concepts in both programs. Changes implemented at 
discipline and course levels (Social Science requirements were reduced from six to three credits; 
ARH/IND 101 credits were increased from two to three) lowered ARH’s overall credit structure 
from 67 to 65; IND’s overall credits dropped from 66 to 64. These program modifications were 
implemented in support of learning outcomes that ask how well students “understand, apply, and 
orally and graphically present methods and materials of interior finishes and furnishings for 
commercial interior design projects” and OCC’s institutional learning outcomes, as well. 

To align with previously-referenced academic program revisions, and to have the course to 
receive Liberal Arts designation, the College’s faculty members approved several ARH/IND 101 
modifications: increase in credit hours from two to three; pre-requisite change from none to 
“ARH/IND major or placement in ENG 103”; elimination of ARH/IND 110 and ARH/IND 170 
co-requisites; and revisions to the course’s student learning outcomes. These changes were 
supported with the following rationale: 

● Easier to meet faculty load at three credits. 
● Availability to all OCC students (non-remedial in RDG and ENG) increases exposure of 

department and programs. 
● Potential course for Sustainability Curriculum. 
● Transferability more likely at three credits. 
● Introduction to sustainability for first semester architecture and interior design students. 
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Example Two:  Human Services and Teacher Education Department 

This department houses four associate degree and two certificate programs: Alcohol and 
Substance Abuse Counseling A.A.S.(new for Fall 2014); Early Child Care Certificate; Human 
Services A.S. and Certificate (the latter was implemented Fall 2011); Liberal Arts and Sciences 
A.A.: Adolescence Education; and Liberal Arts and Sciences A.A.: Childhood Education. Three 
specializations exist within the Human Services A.S. degree: Early Childhood Education, 
Inclusive Special Education, and Social Work.   

A comprehensive review of the Human Services degree and Early Child Care certificate 
programs was conducted in May 2014. Principal findings are summarized below: 

● The National Association of Education of Young Children’s (NAEYC) accreditation of 
the Early Child Care program is indicative of the high quality of this program. 

● The Children’s Learning Center at OCC, also accredited by the NAEYC, serves as a 
learning laboratory for students. 

● The Alcohol and Substance Abuse Program Coordinator’s affiliation with New York 
State’s Office of Alcohol and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) also ensures that this 
program will be current with standards and credentials for that program. 

● All four specializations (Alcohol and Substance Abuse; Social Work; Inclusive Special 
Education; and Early Childhood Education) include at least one internship that provides 
students with “real world” experiences. 

● Through post-graduate survey and focus group responses, students believe the faculty has 
made their educational experiences positive and meaningful. Students believe they are 
ready to enter the workforce. 

● The advisory board serves as an integral part of the planning process for the department 
as well as a barometer in terms of where our programs fit in the community. The advisory 
board includes three groups: Alcohol Substance Abuse Counseling, Early Childhood and 
Social Work. 

● Assessment findings are used to improve student learning and success.  Assignments and 
grading rubrics have been revised to align with NAEYC accreditation standards and 
program expectations. 
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The Philosophy of Teaching assignment was the key learning outcomes assessment completed in 
Spring 2014. The goal of the Philosophy of Teaching assignment is to develop, refine and clearly 
articulate a personal philosophy of teaching. The Philosophy of Teaching is first presented in 
EDU 180 Early Childhood Education: An Introduction. Here, students begin to develop their 
ideas about how children learn best, the importance of knowing about and understanding 
children’s and family diversity, the basics of curriculum that contribute to children’s social, 
emotional, intellectual and physical development, and qualities of excellent teachers.  These 
attributes are tied back to NAEYC Standards. Students write an outline of their initial ideas about 
their Philosophy of Teaching in EDU 180. The Philosophy of Teaching is then revisited in EDU 
184 Early Childhood Fieldwork and Seminar I. As a culminating assignment in this field course, 
students review their outline written in EDU 180, reevaluate and update their thoughts, and write 
the Philosophy of Teaching paper. 

Based on a rubric using 2003 NAEYC standards, student performance data was gathered from 
two sections of EDU 184 Early Childhood Fieldwork and Seminar I assessed each semester (one 
online and one on campus). Summary of student performance: 

● Spring 2013: 57% (19) students earned a ‘C’ or better; and 
● Fall 2013: 69% (21) students earned a ‘C’ or better. 

Overall, student performance was favorable for standards targeted in this assessment; however, 
performances on three of the NAEYC standards and on supportive skills were not favorable. 
Revisions were made to the assignment instructions and the grading rubric to address these areas. 

A new program proposal for an Early Childhood Education A.A.S. degree was submitted to the 
State University of New York and the New York State Department of Education.  The program 
content includes an additional six credits of early childhood course work, including a second 
field placement and one EDU elective. The remaining components are the same as the accredited 
program, Human Services A.S. – Early Childhood Education Specialization. The new program 
was proposed because it is currently impossible to obtain accurate enrollment data for the Early 
Childhood Education Specialization since students enroll in the Human Services A.S. and there 
is no mechanism for declaring a specialization. Adding an additional field placement will offer 
more opportunities to meet NAEYC Standard 7 (Early Childhood Field Experiences).  Once 
approved, students who are interested in Early Childhood Education will be admitted directly 
into the ECE A.A.S. program. This will provide more accurate enrollment data, improved 
advisement, and increased fieldwork opportunities. 

Department faculty members also participated in discussions for the Social Work and Early 
Childhood SUNY transfer initiatives in early 2014.  The new transfer paths were approved; the 
department will review and revise programs as appropriate. 
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Two Liberal Arts & Sciences programs in Adolescence Education (EDA) and Childhood 
Education (EDC) introduce students to the teaching profession through theory and 
professional/pedagogical courses.  The EDA program assessed students’ ability to “Demonstrate 
a knowledge base of theory specific to adolescence (7-12th grade) education”. In Fall 2013, 88% 
(8 students in one section) earned a ‘C’ or better on PSY 207 exams; 91% (11 students in one 
section) earned a ‘C’ or better in Spring 2014.  The department is satisfied that this learning 
outcome is being met and the measure is appropriate. The EDC program assessed students’ 
ability to “Demonstrate a knowledge base of theory specific to childhood (1st-6th grade) 
education” throughout the 2013-2014 academic year. 94% (57 students across four sections - two 
face-to-face/two online) earned a ‘C’ or better on the same EDU 182 multiple-choice final exam. 
Results were favorable, and there was consistency among face-to-face and online students. 

The Human Services and Teacher Education department chair participated in the online SUNY 
Transfer Path discussions for Adolescence and Childhood Education. No substantive changes 
were recommended for the EDA program, as it is aligned with the SUNY Transfer Path web 
site’s professional preparation section, and enables students to choose appropriate concentrations 
for their respective transfer institutions. COM 100 or COM 210 were added to fulfill SUNY’s 
Basic Communication Gen. Ed. requirement.  For EDC, one outcome of the discussion focused 
on the group’s recommendation to assure that Early Childhood and Childhood Education are 
listed as separate disciplines on the SUNY site. Recommended Childhood and Early Childhood 
Education introductory course descriptions are posted; Education faculty members will review 
course descriptions for EDU 275 Cultural Foundations of Education and EDU 180 Early 
Childhood Education: An Introduction. Descriptions will be revised to align with the Transfer 
Path descriptions if necessary; subsequent revisions will be sent to the Curriculum Committee in 
Fall 2014. 

Finally, EDA and EDC both completed academic program review in Spring 2013.  As a result, 
each program will look to: (1) add an Early Childhood Special Education course to curriculum to 
assist students in meeting the new certification requirements; (2) consider exploring articulation 
agreements with four-year institutions outside the SUNY system (Syracuse University, 
Le Moyne College); (3) conduct job analysis of the current Technical Assistant’s role and 
responsibilities; and (4) continue to pursue flexibility in the science courses offered for students 
in the education programs (Note:  As a result of a discussion with the Physical Science 
Department, the course prerequisite for SCI 112 will include high school Chemistry; SCI 111 
will be removed as the prerequisite). 

Example Three:  Nursing Department 

Onondaga’s Nursing (NUR) A.A.S. program is accredited by ACEN (the former NLNAC), and 
prepares graduates to deliver client care consistent with the legal definition of nursing practice.  
Every semester, the department tracks NCLEX professional licensing exam results and the 
program’s three-year retention rate. The number of licensed graduates who passed the NCLEX 
exam in 2013 was 86.6% (39/45).  This is above the national pass rate, which was 83.04%, and 
the NYS pass rate of 78.14%.  Across the nation, results were a bit less than the previous year, as 
was anticipated by the NCSBN due to the change in the style of exam questions. The three- year 
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retention rate for the entering cohort academic year 2010-2011 is 52%; however, overall 
retention is 62% - 10% remain or graduated in 3.5 years. 

Job placement rates and program satisfaction are tracked annually by graduate surveys. 2012-
2013’s job placement rate is100%. Faculty members continue to work with the Nursing 
department advisory committee to ensure that our students will find employment; and, we 
continue to review our curriculum with the advisory group to ensure it aligns with 
workforce/industry standards. 

The department holds annual assessment and curriculum reviews, discussing program outcomes 
and student learning outcomes from results of graduate and employer surveys, and course level 
assessments.  In 2013-2014, the department deleted the requirement of the ATI pre/post critical 
thinking exam, which was used to identify high risk students.  Students falling below a targeted 
benchmark were required to take the NUR 165 Critical Thinking course.  However, since the 
majority of students are non-traditional and have been away from school for a long time, the 
faculty wanted to offer the critical thinking course to all students who felt the need to refresh 
studying habits.  High risk students were identified by their performances on theory and skills in 
the NUR 191 beginning lab.  Additionally, discussions with adjuncts continued to help identify 
high risk students in the clinical area through the required clinical papers and by their 
performances. 

III. GENERAL EDUCATION 

Onondaga Community College is committed to offering a comprehensive general education 
curriculum and to ensuring that the assessment of general education is used for institutional 
effectiveness and improvement.  Onondaga aligns with the SUNY General Education 
Requirement (SUNY-GER) which enables students to acquire knowledge and skills that are 
useful and important for all educated persons, regardless of their jobs or professions. (SUNY 
Board of Trustees Resolution, January 2010). 

The Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee, a standing committee with membership from 
all parts of the academic community at OCC, is responsible for coordinating the assessment of 
the general education curriculum. One member of the committee is the General Education 
Coordinator, whose duties include oversight of the collection and reporting of general education 
assessment data. The goal is to ensure that assessment results are discussed on a continual basis 
at both the department and college levels, and that the results are used to make decisions on how 
the quality of instruction in Onondaga’s academic programs can be improved. 

Among the diverse curricula, general education seeks to specify a common ground by enabling 
students to acquire knowledge and skills in ten areas, and demonstrate two competencies. At 
Onondaga, there are a number of course offerings within each SUNY General Education 
Knowledge and Skills category. Each of these courses has at least one student learning outcome 
aligned with associated learning outcomes of relevant categories. Therefore, assessment of each 
Gen. Ed. category is performed at the course level, with assessment measures in place for 
corresponding student learning outcomes. 
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It is understood that SUNY’s two Gen. Ed. competencies—Critical Thinking and Information 
Management—are infused throughout Gen. Ed. curricula. In addition, it is understood that 
relevant assessment occurs continuously, while results for Gen. Ed. categories are reported 
periodically (cycles are described in the table below). 

SUNY General Education  Categories Year of Comprehensive Report 

American History 
Foreign Language 

Mathematics 
Natural Sciences 

2012 – 2013 
2015 – 2016 
2018 – 2019 

The Arts 
Western Civilization 

Social Sciences 
Information Management 

2013 – 2014 
2016 – 2017 
2019 – 2020 

Basic Communication 
Other World Civilizations 

Humanities 
Critical Thinking 

2011 – 2012 
2014 – 2015 
2017 – 2018 

Assessment results for the three most recent academic years are summarized on the pages to 
follow. 
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Category and Year Assessed Summary of Results Actions Based On Results 
1. Mathematics (2012-2013) Analysis of assessment data 

indicated that most students 
The Math department has committed 
to adjusting the assessment to better 

MAT 104/112/113/114/121 met the stated threshold for 
expected levels of achievement 
throughout the Mathematics 
category: 70% of students will 
receive 70 or more. 

Target met 
1a. Interpret and draw 
inferences from mathematical 
models such as formulas, 
graphs, tables and schematic 
(75% 331/439 students 
assessed). 

1b. Represent mathematical 
information symbolically, 
visually, numerically and 
verbally (77% 434/566 
students assessed). 

1c. Employ quantitative 
methods such as, arithmetic, 
algebra, geometry, or statistics 
to solve problems (84% 
337/402 students assessed). 

1d. Estimate and check 
mathematical results for 
reasonableness (82% 92/112 
students assessed). 

Target not met 
1e. Recognize the limits of 
mathematical and statistical 
methods (64% 46/72 students 
assessed). 

reflect expectations for students. 
Given that 55% (27/49 MAT 112 
students assessed) met the threshold 
for 1e, faculty members decided to 
revamp the assessment, as the test 
question used did not seem to 
accurately measure that outcome. 

Additional initiatives include 
revamping many of the group 
problems required for MAT 113 to 
reflect more “real-life” situations, 
and providing more opportunities for 
MAT 121 students to practice 
translating Indo-Arabic numbers 
into other bases (and vice-versa). 
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Category and Year Assessed Summary of Results Actions Based On Results 
2. Natural Sciences (2012-2013) Varying thresholds were 

reported for expected levels of 
Given the broad range of academic 
performance among students 

BIO 105/106/110/121/131/151/205/220 student achievement assessed, faculty members intend to 
CHE 103/151 throughout the Natural explore multiple approaches toward 
GEO 103/104/105/106 Sciences category. fostering student success across 
PHY 103/105 scientific disciplines: 
SCI 100/103/111 Target not met 

2a. Understanding of the 
methods scientists use to 
explore natural phenomena, 
including observation, 
hypothesis development, 
measurement and data 
collection, experimentation, 
evaluation of evidence, and 
employment of mathematical 
analysis (59% 635/1069 
students assessed). 

Target partially met 
2b. Application of scientific 
data, concepts, and models in 
one of the natural sciences 
(74% 1765/2371 students 
assessed). 

● Alternative teaching 
approaches. 

● Adding supplemental learning 
activities such as assignments, 
quizzes and/or papers. 

● Revising the assessment tool: 
rather than questions on an 
exam, students’ understanding 
of the scientific method might 
be better assessed using a 
hands-on activity or 
assignment. 

● Devising an assessment tool that 
would specifically assess the 
scientific method rather than 
using the grade on a lecture 
exam, which would cover many 
other topics. 

● Implementing a second titration 
lab to give students more 
experience with the technique 
and calculations (in Chemistry). 

● Revising course outlines. 

Two Assessment Leaders were 
implemented to manage the 
collection and reporting of all 
assessment data for this Gen. Ed. 
category. One Leader coordinated 
assessment activities for Biology 
courses; the other Leader had done 
the same for Chemistry, Geology, 
Physics and Science courses.  Both 
individuals completed an analysis, 
facilitated discussions among 
department colleagues, and 
developed action plans for moving 
forward. 
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Category and Year Assessed Summary of Results Actions Based On Results 
3. Social Sciences (2013-2014) Varying thresholds were 

reported for expected levels of 
While the majority of students 
assessed in individual courses met or 

ANT 152/154/155/203 student achievement exceeded thresholds, faculty from 
ECO 103/104/160/203/204/219 throughout the Social Sciences multiple disciplines have committed 
GEG 101 category. to significantly revamping 
GEN 152 assessment measures, methods and 
POS 100 Target partially met tools to better reflect expectations 
PSY 103/207 3a. Understanding of the for student learning. 2014 
SOC 103 methods social scientists use to 

explore social phenomena, 
including hypothesis 
development, measurement 
and data collection, 
experimentation, evaluation of 
evidence, and employment of 
mathematical and interpretive 
analysis (75% 1844/2459 
students assessed). 

3b. Knowledge of major 
concepts, models and issues of 
at least one discipline in the 
social sciences (74% 
1729/2337 students assessed). 

Assessment Fellowship project 
highlights include: 

● Economics: formative 
assessment methods tested and 
complementary tools developed 
to foster a culture among the 
Economics instructors that 
understands and appreciates the 
value of assessment as a modus 
for professional development 
such that students receive a 
maximum return from 
economics courses taught at 
OCC. 

● General Studies: questions on 
the GEN 152 theory concept 
quiz will be revised to better 
represent the theory content 
with more emphasis on linking 
theory specifics to applications. 

● Psychology: strengths and 
weaknesses of using an online 
open-access textbook in PSY 
103. 

● Political Science: a 
comprehensive review of the 
POS 100 learning outcomes was 
conducted in order to determine 
how well they are aligned with 
the SUNY Gen. Ed. outcomes 
for Social Sciences. 
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Category and Year Assessed Summary of Results Actions Based On Results 
4. American History (2012-2013) Varying thresholds were 

reported for expected levels of 
Although students assessed in 
individual History courses have met 

HIS 105/106/107/125/209/223/224 student achievement 
throughout the American 
History category. 

Target partially met 
4a. Knowledge of a basic 
narrative of American history: 
political, economic, social, and 
cultural, including knowledge 
of unity and diversity in 
American society (74% 
131/178 students assessed). 

4b. Knowledge of common 
institutions in American 
society and how they have 
affected different groups (72% 
128/178 students assessed). 

4c. Understanding of 
America's evolving 
relationship with the rest of the 
world (65% 108/167 students 
assessed). 

or exceeded thresholds, faculty 
members from this discipline have 
committed to significantly 
revamping assessment measures, 
methods and tools to better reflect 
expectations for student learning. 

One 2014 Assessment Fellowship 
project included a comprehensive 
summary of assessment data 
collection practices in History 
courses at OCC, and a review of 
how each course's learning 
outcomes are aligned with the 
SUNY Gen. Ed. outcomes in 
corresponding categories. 

5. Western Civilization (2013-2014) Varying thresholds were 
reported for expected levels of 

While the majority of students 
assessed in individual courses met or 

ENG 215 student achievement exceeded thresholds, faculty from 
HIS 103/104/219 throughout the western multiple disciplines have committed 
LCC 220/221/231/240 civilization category. 

Target met 
5a. Demonstrate knowledge of 
the development of the 
distinctive features of the 
history, institutions, economy, 
society, culture, etc., of 
western civilization (77.3% 
541/700 students assessed). 

5b. Relate the development of 
western civilization to that of 
other regions of the world 
(76.3% 532/697 students 
assessed). 

to significantly revamping 
assessment measures, methods and 
tools to better reflect expectations 
for student learning. 2014 
Assessment Fellowship project 
highlights include: 

● English: comprehensive 
assessment approach and 
complementary tools developed 
to assess English 215 and 
additional 200-level literature 
courses. 

● History: comprehensive 
summary of assessment data 
collection practices in all history 
courses and review of how each 
course's learning outcomes are 
aligned with SUNY Gen. Ed. 
outcomes in corresponding 
categories. 
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Category and Year Assessed Summary of Results Actions Based On Results 
6. Other World Civilizations (2011-2012) Varying thresholds were 

reported for expected levels of 
Analysis of course-level data 
indicated that most students assessed 

ANT 152/154/201/204 student achievement in Anthropology courses met or 
HIS 207/208/223/224 throughout the Other World exceeded thresholds; ANT 152 
LCC 245 Civilizations category. students (also assessed in 2013-2014 
MUS 166 

Target met 
6a. Knowledge of either a 
broad outline of world history 
(89.7% 114/127 students 
assessed). 

6b. The distinctive features of 
the history, institutions, 
economy, society, culture, etc., 
of one non-Western 
civilization (90.4% 113/125 
students assessed). 

for Social Sciences) seem to have 
benefitted from use of the College's 
Writing Center and submission of 
multiple drafts of written papers 
used to assess those Gen. Ed. 
learning outcomes. 

7. Humanities (2011-2012) Varying thresholds were 
reported for expected levels of 

Faculty from multiple disciplines 
have committed to significantly 

ARH/IND 230/231 student achievement revamping assessment measures, 
ART 105/106 throughout the Humanities methods and tools to better reflect 
ENG 104 category. expectations for student learning. 
MUS 103/104 Highlights include: 
PHI 101/102/103/104/107/108 Target partially met 
PHO 290 7a. Knowledge of the 

conventions and methods of at 
least one of the humanities in 
addition to those encompassed 
by other knowledge areas 
required by the General 
Education program (74.4% 
528/710 students assessed). 

● Art: also assessed in 2013-2014, 
the department will consider 
adding ART 105 as a 
prerequisite to ART 106; to 
determine if students may 
benefit from following the 
chronological sequence of 
course material taught; existing 
research projects may be further 
developed to help encourage 
students' use of critical analysis. 

● English: comprehensive 
approach and rubric developed 
to determine if essays used to 
assess ENG 104 learning 
outcomes are reliable measures 
of students' proficiency in 
writing about literature. 
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Category and Year Assessed Summary of Results Actions Based On Results 
8. The Arts (2013-2014) Varying thresholds were 

reported for expected levels of 
While the majority of students 
assessed in individual courses met or 

ARH/IND 110/230/231 student achievement exceeded thresholds, faculty from 
ART 105/106/109/219/225 throughout the Arts category. multiple disciplines have committed 
EMC 144/169 to significantly revamping 
ENG 205/206/207/208 Target partially met: assessment measures, methods and 
MUS 103/104/160/161 8a. Understanding of at least tools to better reflect expectations 
PHO 100/290 one principal form of artistic 

expression and the creative 
process inherent therein 
(83.1% 1174/1413 students 
assessed). 

for student learning. Highlights 
include: 

● Architecture & Interior Design: 
ARH 230 and 231 curricular 
revisions to incorporate multi-
cultural, world-wide overview 
of the discipline. 

● English: development of 
strategies to address students' 
difficulty with revising written 
assignments in 200-level 
creative writing courses (fiction 
and non-fiction). 

● Music: faculty teaching MUS 
160 intend to continue with 
daily instruction, written and 
verbal assessment of student 
progress in class; for those 
students who attended regularly 
and actively participated, the 
teaching and assessment process 
worked well. 

9. Foreign Language (2012-2013) Analysis of assessment data 
indicated that most students 

A 2011 Assessment Fellowship 
project resulted in the establishment 

ASL 101/102/201/202 met the stated threshold for of a comprehensive data collection 
CHI 101/102 expected levels of achievement and reporting tool for use with a 
FRE 101/102/201/202 throughout the Foreign common measure for multiple 
GER 101/102/201 Languages category: 70% of Modern Language course 
ITA 101/102/201/202 students will score 75% or assessments—including SUNY Gen. 
SPA 101/102/165/201/202/203/204/220 better. 

Target met 
9a. Basic proficiency in the 
understanding and use of a 
foreign language (83% 
739/890 students assessed). 

Target not met 
9b. Knowledge of the 
distinctive features of 
culture(s) associated with the 
language they are studying 
(61% 539/885 students 
assessed). 

Ed. 

The department also intends to 
address disparate cultural 
components of the shared final exam 
and provide strategies for instructors 
to better help students learn and 
understand the course material. 
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Category and Year Assessed Summary of Results Actions Based On Results 
10. Basic Communication (2011-2012) Analysis of assessment data 

indicated that most students 
English, Reading and 
Communication department faculty 

COM 102 did not meet the stated members have made it their mission 
ENG 103 threshold for expected levels 

of achievement in written 
communication: 70% of 
students assessed will meet 
targets "meeting" or 
exceeding". 

Target not met 
10a. Produce coherent texts 
within common college-level 
written forms (44.8% 30/67 
students assessed). 
10b. Demonstrate the ability to 
revise and improve such 
texts (25% 15/61 students 
assessed). 

The majority of students 
assessed met the stated 
threshold for expected levels 
of achievement in oral 
communication: 
70% of students assessed will 
receive a 70 or above on 
persuasive speech. 

Target met 
Develop proficiency in oral 
discourse; and evaluate an oral 
presentation according to 
established criteria (95.5% 
149/156 students assessed). 

to help students learn to write better, 
with a particular emphasis on 
developing strategies for teaching 
students to be successful at revising 
written work produced. 

While the majority of students 
assessed seemed to be successful at 
demonstrating proficiency with oral 
communication, as part of the 
discipline's ongoing focus on 
persistence and completion in COM 
210 (known as COM 102 until 
Spring 2014), faculty members have 
initiated discussions as to why some 
students don’t give their final 
persuasive speeches. 
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Category and Year Assessed Summary of Results Actions Based On Results 
11. Critical Thinking (2011-2012) An Assessment Fellowship 

stipend was awarded to 
examine the extent to which 
critical thinking was infused 
throughout the OCC 
curriculum. A major task of 
this fellowship was to ascertain 
the level of assessment of 
critical thinking that was 
taking place throughout the 
SUNY Gen Ed offerings. 

To meet the critical thinking 
requirement, students will: 

11a. Identify, analyze and 
evaluate arguments as they 
occur in their own and others’ 
work; and 

11b. Develop well-reasoned 
arguments.  

The major finding was that learning 
outcomes for just 4% of OCC’s 
SUNY Gen Ed courses are aligned 
with the learning outcomes of this 
competency. 

The Fellows have proposed a critical 
thinking course to close the gap.  
This continues to be a work in 
progress. 

12. Information Management (2013-2014)An assessment fellowship was 
awarded to develop an 
assessment plan for the three 
learning outcomes in this 
competency. Students will: 

12a. Perform the basic 
operations of personal 
computer use; 

12b. Understand and use basic 
research techniques; 

12c. Locate, evaluate and 
synthesize information from a 
variety of sources. 

The Fellows strived to develop an 
authentic assessment, infusing the 
information management 
competency across the college. A 
proposed assessment plan is in place 
with the initial target outcome being 
70% of students “meeting” the 
standard. Implementation is 
scheduled for Fall 2014. 
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IV. INDIRECT MEASURES OF STUDENT LEARNING 

Graduate Exit Survey 

A measurement of an institution's success in achieving its mission and objectives may be 
obtained through tracking and monitoring graduate feedback received in reference to overall 
satisfaction with the college experience, and continued academic and/or career success. 
Onondaga monitors feedback and updates received from its graduates regarding their 
employment status, continued education, and satisfaction with the OCC experience via data 
collected from an annual survey conducted post-graduation by the Office of Institutional 
Planning, Assessment and Research. The 2013 Post-Graduate Survey Report is a compilation of 
feedback received from Onondaga graduates in order to assess their College experience. 

Of the 1,303 students who received an award from Onondaga Community College in 2013, 402 
(30.9%) completed a graduate survey.  271 (67.4%) of the graduates indicated that they are 
employed and 198, almost half of all respondents (49.3%), indicated that they are currently 
continuing their education. 

Of the graduates employed in a position related to their program of study, 76.9% felt their 
Onondaga education prepared them to a great / moderate degree for their current job. 
Of the graduates continuing their education, 95.5% felt that OCC prepared them to a great 
/moderate degree for further study. 

An analysis of recent trending data suggests OCC graduates are consistently satisfied with their 
overall educational experience. Over 90% of survey participants strongly agreed/agreed that 
their education helped them achieve success in critical knowledge and skills areas. 

Your overall educational experience at OCC 
has helped you to: 

Strongly Agree and Agree 
2013 2012 2011 2010 

N % N % N % N % 
Acquire a broad general education 385 

of 402 
95.8 298 

of 316 
94.3 355 

of 370 
95.9 284 

of 291 
97.6 

Acquire job or work related knowledge and skills 335 
of 402 

83.3 261 
of 315 

82.9 330 
of 370 

89.2 248 
of 291 

85.2 

Work with others 364 
of 402 

90.5 288 
of 316 

91.1 350 
of 370 

94.6 268 
of 291 

92.1 

Think critically and solve problems 378 
of 402 

94.0 298 
of 314 

94.9 354 
of 369 

95.9 274 
of 291 

94.2 

Conduct yourself in an ethical and professional 
manner 

375 
of 402 

93.3 293 
of 315 

93.0 353 
of 369 

95.7 266 
of 291 

91.4 

Demonstrate global awareness 366 
of 402 

91.0 285 
of 315 

90.5 338 
of 370 

91.4 272 
of 291 

93.5 

Develop effective communication skills 374 
of 402 

93.0 289 
of 314 

92.0 352 
of 370 

95.1 273 
of 291 

93.8 

Use technology efficiently 361 
of 402 

89.8 281 
of 315 

89.2 337 
of 370 

91.1 259 
of 291 

89.0 

Maintain or improve personal growth and wellness379 
of 402 

94.3 294 
of 315 

93.3 354 
of 370 

95.7 270 
of 285 

94.7 
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Your overall educational experience at OCC Strongly Agree and Agree 
has helped you to: 2013 2012 2011 2010 

N % N % N % N % 
Total 3,317 

of 
3,618 

91.7 2,587 
of 
2,835 

91.3 3,123 
of 
3,328 

93.8 2,414 
of 
2,613 

92.4 

Course Completion 

Table 1 provides course completion data for students entering fall semesters. Percentages of 
students who successfully complete courses have remained relatively stable from 2010-2013. 

Table 1:  OCC Course Completion 
Within Semester 
Persistence 
(A-F, P)/(A-F,P,W,X) 

Enrollee Success Rate 
(A-C,P)/(A-F,P,W,X) 

Completer Success 
Rate 
(A-C,P)/(A-F,P) 

Fall 2010 88% 67% 76% 
Fall 2011 88% 67% 77% 
Fall 2012 84% 68% 81% 
Fall 2013 86% 68% 79% 

Persistence 

Table 2 represents overall persistence of new, full-time, degree-seeking, career program students 
who started attending OCC in Fall 2012. 

Table 2: OCC Persistence 
New (First-Time and Transfer) Full-time, Degree-Seeking, Career Program Students 

Fall 2012 Entering 
Cohort 

% Retained 
Spring 2013 

% Retained 
Fall 2013 

% Graduated Before 
Fall 2013 

Total new full-time, 
degree-seeking 

2,626 78% 52% 1% 

First-time 2,188 79% 54% 0% 
Transfer 438 73% 39% 3% 
Career Program 1298 78% 50% 1% 
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Developmental Education Course Completion and Subsequent Success 

Table 3 provides overall course completion rates for developmental math, English and reading 
students. 

Table 3: OCC Developmental Education Course Completion Rates 
Developmental 
Education Term 

Successful Unsuccessful Withdrew 

Math Fall 2010 49% 29% 22% 
Fall 2011 44% 35% 21% 
Fall 2012 46% 32% 23% 

English Fall 2010 67% 22% 12% 
Fall 2011 63% 23% 14% 
Fall 2012 63% 22% 15% 

Reading Fall 2010 67% 21% 12% 
Fall 2011 70% 20% 10% 
Fall 2012 65% 22% 13% 

Table 4 describes success rates of students who completed developmental math or writing 
courses at the highest level, then enrolled in credit-bearing math or writing courses within one 
subsequent academic year (through next fall). 

Table 4:  OCC Developmental Education Student Success Rates (in Subsequent Credit-bearing Courses) 
Developmental 
Education 
Term 

Enrolled / 
Successful 
Completion 

Enrolled / 
Unsuccessful 
Completion 

Enrolled / 
Withdrew 

Not Enrolled/ 
No Return 

Math Fall 2009 49% 13% 6% 32% 
Fall 2010 44% 15% 8% 33% 
Fall 2011 35% 20% 5% 39% 

Writing Fall 2009 56% 19% 9% 16% 
Fall 2010 54% 17% 10% 19% 
Fall 2011 58% 20% 9% 13% 

*Source: 2014 NCCBP. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

With a commitment to educational excellence, Onondaga Community College has established a 
meaningful collaboration between the Faculty and Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment 
and Research to advance a better understanding of assessment practices, resulting in curricular 
change, where applicable, to enhance student learning opportunities. Assessment results are 
communicated openly through WEAVE and highlighted on Assessment Day, demonstrating the 
College’s commitment to assessment and continuous improvement in every area of the College. 
We continue to benefit from the inherent, creative energy of all college stakeholders – students, 
faculty, staff, alumni, employers, and community members – to advance OCC’s mission. 
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Part One 
 
I. Introduction 


Culture of Assessment and Continuous Improvement  


Onondaga Community College has undergone a period of remarkable growth and 
transformation. Since initiating the strategic plan, A Framework for Success, more than ten years 
ago, extraordinary progress has been achieved. During this period, the College has invested more 
than $50 million in capital improvements and undergone major re-organizational alignment in 
order to improve service to students and manage record enrollment increases. 


Onondaga Community College’s reputation has largely been focused on the strength of its 
academic programs. With a strong focus on the continuous enhancement of student learning both 
inside and outside of the classroom, the College had chosen to re-structure the organization and 
re-prioritize activities “designed to attract new students and retain them once they choose to 
attend”1. 


The first organizational shifts, which occurred in 2004, created the Student and Academic 
Services division: Academic Services, Student Support Services, Enrollment Management, and 
Corporate and Extended Learning. This re-alignment also resulted in the physical relocation of 
core student services to Student Central. 


These data-driven institutional changes were implemented in response to external evaluation 
team recommendations for significant improvements in enrollment services and increased 
student access to the College’s highly reputable academic programs.  Post-implementation, the 
College had ascertained the need to assess the degree to which these organizational modifications 
have supported overall institutional effectiveness.  Thus, in 2007 an assessment of 2004’s re-
alignment was conducted.  


In response to the needs identified by visiting Middle States teams, the College  implemented 
further organizational re-structuring in 2008, which included establishment of the Educational 
Services division and elevation of the Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research 
(IPAR). 


Within the scope of A Framework for Success: 2006-2011, “Educational programs, curricula, co-
curricular offerings and assessment practices will undergo ongoing, systematic review to ensure 
quality, viability, relevance and continuous improvement.  Proper stewardship and a commitment 


                                                           
1 OCC Strategic Planning Forum: Reinventing the Community’s College (January 2011). 
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to the public trust dictate that limited resources be committed only to those educational programs 
and services that meet the highest quality standards and the needs of the community".2 


The expanded scope of IPAR included a greater focus on assessment—and the College's new 
initiative for institutional effectiveness—as a continuous resource essential for improving 
instructional and student learning outcomes, administrative programs and services, and teaching 
and learning methods and strategies in order to provide leadership and support for campus-wide 
planning and assessment.   


Onondaga’s initial goal was to build upon current processes in place (i.e. Student Learning 
Assessment; Administrative Program Mix review; and Divisional Master Plans and Operational 
Plans) in order to develop a highly effective, comprehensive assessment plan that would enable 
the College to engage in continuous improvement in all areas of operation relative to its mission 
and strategic plan.  Thus, in developing the 2011-2016 plan, the College employed a “strategic 
learning” process designed to challenge the status quo. It was driven by these guiding principles: 
  


• Designing/redesigning systems and structures to increase productivity, effectiveness, and 
efficiency. 


• Intensifying strategic enrollment management strategies to attract key populations, as 
determined by market research. 


• Supporting innovation and agility in instructional methods, program and course design, 
and services. 


• Infusing data-informed decision-making into all projects.  
• Optimally leveraging all human, financial, physical, and information and technology 


resources to achieve the mission, vision, and strategic goals. 
• Exercising environmental sustainability and conservation of all resources. 
• Fostering a culture of caring, an appreciation of diversity, a mindset of commitment, 


effective leadership, and high-performance teamwork. 
 


Onondaga Community College's strategies for future growth and development are clearly 
defined in A Framework for Success: 2011-2016, the College’s current strategic plan.  The focus 
of this plan centers around goals and outcomes built upon Onondaga's ongoing commitment to 
institutional effectiveness and continuous improvement in support of student learning and 
success (Figs. 1 and 2 are located below). 
 


                                                           
2 As defined in A Framework for Success: 2006-2011 Key Performance Indicator "Quality Educational Programs 
and Services". 
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Fig. 1 2011-2016 Strategic Plan Alignment 


 


 
Fig. 2 Building Alignment 
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To coincide with this enhanced focus on planning and assessment processes, the College has 
inserted more rigor and discipline into the development of 2011-2016 strategic plan. Goals, 
outcomes and measures are tracked and monitored in support of the Onondaga's mission—from 
the President to all campus constituents.  
 
II. Purpose 
 
Explore. Discover. Transform. 
 
The purpose of Onondaga Community College’s Institutional Effectiveness program is to 
provide a framework for a collaboratively planned, systematic, and College-wide approach 
toward continuous improvement. It is designed to advance comprehensive strategies that 
monitor, assess and improve the quality of student learning and support services at this 
institution. 
 
III. Goals 
 
Comprehensive Framework for Continuous Improvement 
 
The Institutional Effectiveness program functions as a catalyst for continuous improvement by: 
 


• Fostering a College-wide view of continuous improvement and institutional assessment. 
• Developing a comprehensive systematic learning outcomes assessment process that can 


be linked to documentation of institutional effectiveness. 
• Assisting College administrators, faculty, and staff in developing, implementing, and 


using fully-functioning assessment plans. 
• Supporting the College’s teaching and learning efforts through work with faculty and all 


administrative divisions on data collection, organization and presentation in support of 
outcomes assessment. 


• Using outcome measures and quality indicators to statistically evaluate student learning 
and organizational performance, processes and outcomes.  


• Facilitating the feedback of assessment results into College, program, course and 
classroom planning.  


• Responding to regulatory and accreditation requirements.  
• Continuously improving the assessment process. 
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IV. Principles of Assessment 
 
Good Practices for Institutional Effectiveness  


The American Association for Higher Education and Accreditation’s (AAHEA3) 9 Principles of 
Good Practice for Assessing Student Learning provide a basis upon which academic programs 
may structure planning and assessment activities. Though developed primarily for faculty, many 
of these practices are also applicable to other types of assessment such as the evaluation of 
administrative and co-curricular activities.  


These principles serve as the framework for the development and maintenance of the 
Institutional Effectiveness program at Onondaga Community College:4 
 


1. The assessment of student learning begins with educational values;  
2. Assessment is most effective when it reflects an understanding of learning as multi-


dimensional, integrated, and revealed in performance over time;  
3. Assessment works best when the programs it seeks to improve have clear, explicitly 


stated purposes;  
4. Assessment requires attention to outcomes but also and equally to the experiences that 


lead to  those outcomes;  
5. Assessment works best when it is ongoing, not episodic;  
6. Assessment fosters wider improvement when representatives from across the educational 


community are involved;  
7. Assessment makes a difference when it begins with issues of use and illuminates 


questions that people really care about;  
8. Assessment is most likely to lead to improvement when it is part of a larger set of 


conditions that promote change; and  
9. Through assessment, educators meet responsibilities to students and to the public. 


 
V. Program Scope 
 
Cycles of Continuous Improvement 
 
Onondaga Community College’s approach to continuous improvement includes an ongoing 
planning, assessment and improvement cycle that is applied to functions and outcomes at all 
levels of the institution: academic and administrative programs, departments and services. 


                                                           
3 Formerly known as the American Association for Higher Education until February 2007. 
4 American Association for Higher Education. (1996, July 25). AAHE assessment forum: 9 principles of good 
   practice for assessing student learning. Retrieved from 
   http://www.academicprograms.calpoly.edu/pdfs/assess/nine_principles_good_practice.pdf. 
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Onondaga’s continuous improvement cycle involves four key processes (Fig. 3 is located 
below). 
 


 
Fig. 3 Planning and Assessment Process 


 
1. Planning goals, outcomes and strategies to achieve a particular goal. 
2. Measurement of student learning and administrative support services with data collected 


through established goals, outcomes and strategies. 
3. Analysis, assessment and reassessment of the data. 
4. Improvement of student learning and services based on the analysis of data. 


Planning 


The College’s strategic plan, A Framework for Success: 2011-2016, guides operational planning 
by each division and department.  These plans are clearly rooted in the institution’s mission, with 
multi-year master plans and annual operational plans flowing directly from the strategic plan.   


Resource allocation is tied to the planning process, and the budget approval process requires an 
explicit connection between departmental/divisional budget requests and the strategic plan. 


Measurement 


Onondaga’s Institutional Effectiveness program utilizes data collection and analysis to assess the 
College's academic programs and administrative divisions.  


1. Plan 
Goals/Outomces 


2. Implement & 
Measure Progress 


Towards Goals 


3. Collect & 
Analyze 


Assessment Data 


4. Use Results for 
Improvement 
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Data collection occurs at many levels throughout the College for a variety of important 
functions, but the following goals, outcomes and coinciding initiatives were identified as core 
and fundamental to Onondaga’s mission and vision:5 


5 Strategic Goals 
 


1. Student Success 
 
8 Targeted Outcomes 
 
1.1 By 2016, 13,500 students (9,500 annual FTE) will be enrolled in the fall term college-


wide. 
1.2  By 2016, high school enrollment (Early College, concurrent, etc.) will increase to 


3,500 students (800 annual FTE) per semester. 
1.3 By 2016, 5% of students will be enrolled in extension sites, including a new site 


serving the City of Syracuse and the northern suburbs.     
1.4 Annual degree and certificate completion rate will exceed the national average of 


30%. 
1.5 Fall-to-fall retention rates of first-time, full-time degree-seeking students will be 65%. 
1.6 45% of first-time, full-time students will graduate and/or transfer within 3 years to 4-


year schools. 
1.7 95% of students will state their learning experience at Onondaga Community College 


highly contributed to their knowledge, skills and personal development, as measured 
by the Community College Survey of Student Engagement. 


1.8 By 2016, the endowment for scholarships will increase to $11 million.  
 


2. College Readiness 
 
4 Targeted Outcomes 
 
2.1 By 2013, a comprehensive assessment of the content and delivery of developmental 


programming and services, as well as the current admission, placement, credit for 
experience, and referrals process will yield information, recommendations, and an 
implementation plan for revising admissions/intake procedures and launching a new 
approach to developmental education grounded in best practices and proven 
outcomes. 


2.2  By 2016, students requiring developmental coursework in their first semester of 
college will decrease to 30%. 


                                                           
5“Goals”, “Targeted Outcomes” and “Strategic Initiatives” replaced “Key Performance Indicators” and “Critical 
Success Factors” in A Framework for Success: 2011-2016.  This current plan focuses more on levels of 
transformation vs. operational performance. 
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2.3 By 2016, 50% of students who place into one or more developmental courses will 
complete at least 20 college credits within the first year.  


2.4 By 2016, at least 90% of students who complete developmental courses will 
successfully complete credit-bearing courses the following semester with a grade “C” 
or higher. 
 


3. Seamless Transfer 
 
3 Targeted Outcomes 
 
3.1 By 2013, a rigorous analysis of admission and matriculation procedures, academic 


rules, scholastic standards and all Associate of Arts and Associate of Science degree 
program curricula, delivery modes and support services will be completed to ensure 
full alignment with articulated baccalaureate degree programs, and that graduates are 
with core competencies and skills necessary to succeed in baccalaureate studies.  


3.2 By 2016, all core student support services will be accessible to students in person and 
online.  


3.3 By 2016, 16 degree and certificate programs will be online and blended.  
 


4. Career Pathways  
 
6 Targeted Outcomes 
 
4.1 By 2013, a rigorous analysis of all applied science programs, workforce programs, 


and related applied learning programs and support services will be conducted to 
ensure they are aligned with industry standards and demand; provide students with 
“stackable" marketable credentials; and result in relevant employment opportunities. 


4.2 The cost-efficiency of the Health Professions and Technologies programs will be 
significantly improved by 2016.  


4.3 By 2016, at least 15 new certificate programs that enable individuals to develop or 
maintain competencies in high-demand occupations and industries will be developed 
and implemented. 


4.4 All Career and Technical programs will meet or exceed current professional 
standards, where applicable.  


4.5 Increase the number of state or industry-recognized credentials, such as licenses and 
certificates, awarded annually.  


4.6 100% of graduates of AAS degree programs who desire immediate employment upon 
graduation will obtain a job related to their field-of-study within one year.  
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5. Long-term Sustainability 
 
6 Targeted Outcomes 
 
5.1 By December 2011, procedures for conducting a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis 


prior to the implementation of any new program or service will be established and 
implemented as a standard practice to ensure that the proposed program or service 
will, at minimum, generate sufficient funds to be self-sustaining and beneficial to the 
mission of the College. 


5.2 By January 2013, a rigorous review of appropriate college policies, procedures and 
practices will be completed utilizing a comprehensive cost-benefit analysis which 
ensures all services and college operations are efficient and provide sufficient funds 
to be self-sustaining.  


5.3 Foundation net assets will increase to $20 million by 2016.  
5.4 Identify a combination of sustainable revenue increases and cost-savings totaling $5 


million by 2016.  
5.5 By 2015, the college will achieve a 16% reduction in its greenhouse gas emissions 


over its 2006-07 baseline year.  
5.6 By 2016, all publicly-supported programs will be evaluated to document their impact 


reduce the programs’ overall vulnerability to public funding cuts. 
 
In support of the strategic goals and outcomes identified in A Framework for Success: 2011-
2016, a limited number of high-priority, strategic initiatives have been identified.  
Strategic initiatives are defined as large-scale, transformative projects designed to help drive the 
College’s progress and significantly expand its capacity to achieve its strategic goals and 
outcomes.  
 
Strategic concepts identified through the campus-and community-wide forums, focus groups, 
meetings, and feedback enhanced Onondaga’s ability to develop these initiative projects, each of 
which has a documented program scope and plan.  
 
9 Strategic Initiatives 
 


1. High School Pre-College 
2. Virtual OCC 
3. Developmental Education Redo 
4. Seamless Pathways to Baccalaureate Programs 
5. Career Pathways 
6. Philanthropy, Entrepreneurial Initiatives 
7. The Self-Discovery Center 
8. I-College 
9. Language Institute 
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Project Management Framework (PMF) 
 
The project management framework is designed to support cross-divisional strategic initiatives, 
projects and work groups. The framework is used to improve consistency, clarity, and 
transparency of all planning and assessment work performed throughout the College (Figs. 4 and 
5 are located below). 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Fig. 4 Project Prioritization and Flow 
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Fig. 5 Project Phases 


 


Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs)  


ILOs are defined as the knowledge, skills, attitudes and competencies that OCC-enrolled 
students are expected to acquire6 from both academic (credit-bearing) and community education 
(non-credit) courses and programs.   


Since the ILOs are aligned with Onondaga’s mission, vision and strategic plan—A Framework 
for Success: 2011-2016—they provide all students, faculty and staff the opportunity to share in 
our diverse culture.  ILOs represent the broadest knowledge and skills students should be able to 
demonstrate as a result of their educational experience at Onondaga Community College.   


 


                                                           
6 Student learning outcome definition courtesy of National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment. 
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Individual programs can use Institutional Learning Outcomes as a guide to develop more specific 
program and course learning outcomes.  Administrative divisions and services can use ILOs to 
focus on what they want our students to achieve.  All levels at the College can actively promote 
and participate in the value of learning.   


The following six institutional learning outcomes reflect Onondaga’s shared educational 
philosophy: 


1. Aesthetic & Ethical Growth 
The student will develop an expanded awareness and appreciation of the arts and nature; 
act ethically and responsibly in personal and professional settings. 


2. Analytical Reasoning & Critical Thinking 
The student will think critically to identify, analyze and solve problems in a variety of 
situations and areas of study. 


3. Global Awareness & Inclusion 
The student will recognize and respect similarities and differences among global, 
generational and historical perspectives.  


4. Effective Communication 
The student will speak, read, write and listen well.  


5. Technological Literacy 
The student will use forms of technology critically and effectively to achieve 
informational, educational, personal and professional goals.  


6. Personal Growth & Wellness 
The student will maintain and improve physical, mental and emotional well-being. 


The College participates in all regional accreditation, state accountability reporting and 
performance funding initiatives.7 
 
Analysis 
 
Onondaga Community College uses statistically valid, aggregated data to assess performance.  
The assessment of process and outcomes data may include comparing Onondaga’s performance 
with: 
 


• Strategies and action steps for that outcome;  
• Best practices or benchmarks;  
• Expectations of our students, faculty or staff over time; or 
• Accreditation and regulatory standards. 


                                                           
7Institutional Effectiveness Plan Appendices: OCC Assessment Data References. 
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The assessment process is used to celebrate success and identify opportunities for improvement 
at both the institutional and department level. Data collected is analyzed, presented and acted 
upon at several multidisciplinary forums. 
 
Improvement 


When the monitoring and statistical analysis of outcome measures reveal an opportunity for 
improvement, the decision to act will depend on: 
 


• Impact on student learning and outcomes;  
• Impact on student satisfaction;  
• Scope and extent of the process in question;  
• Relevance to the College’s mission and strategic plan;  
• Extent to which the improvement is a requirement of regulatory body; and 
• Available resources. 


The improvement procedure includes the following steps: 
 


• Develop a strategy with action steps; 
• Establish outcome and process measures; 
• Implement strategy; 
• Compare results of the action steps taken with previous performance; 
• Incorporate effective action steps into Onondaga’s standard operating procedures; or  
• Develop a new plan if appropriate. 


 
VI. Program Structure and Accountability 
 
Oversight and Ownership 
 
Academic programs and administrative divisions are both required to plan, collect and analyze 
assessment data, and use the results to build action plans for areas in need of improvement. 
In order to improve the College’s capacity to promote institutional excellence, the former 
President’s Cabinet was re-structured in 2012 to operate as the College Leadership Council. This 
re-organization merges the Cabinet’s previous planning and assessment roles and responsibilities 
with a new leadership function: serving as the centralized governing entity through which cross-
institutional recommendations are collaboratively discussed and deliberated for consideration by 
the President. Therefore, the Council continues to make recommendations concerning ongoing 
institutional, program, and course assessment results (Fig. 6 is located below). 
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Fig. 6 Onondaga Community College Structure  
 
VII. Role of the Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research 
 
Facilitator of Continuous Improvement 
 
IPAR holds responsibility for several functions related to institutional effectiveness: 
 


• Documenting, benchmarking and managing the strategic planning process of the College. 
• Compiling and reporting institutional data for College compliance with federal and state 


external reporting mandates, and other national data collection agencies.  
• Supporting the teaching and learning mission through work with faculty and employees 


concerning appropriate research design, effective survey development, and appropriate 
instrumentation for institutional assessment.  


• Designing and conducting research and reports on studies, surveys and data analysis in 
support of planning, assessment and decision-making for all campus constituents. 


• Collecting and managing campus documentation on institutional effectiveness. 
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VIII. Annual Planning & Assessment Timeline 
 
Closing the Loop 
 
Onondaga Community College and its programs, departments and services assess institutional 
effectiveness and student learning on a continuous basis. Results inform the annual strategic 
planning and budget processes (Fig. 7 is located below). 


 
Fig. 7 Annual Reporting Cycles 


 
IX. Use of Assessment Results 
 
Data-Driven Actions 
 
Three important functions of assessment are interpreting what assessment results mean, what 
their implications are, and what changes or other decisions should be made. 
 
Assessment results are shared with faculty, administrators and employees to: 
 


• Facilitate continuous improvement of student learning and support services; 
• Encourage collaboration throughout the institution; 
• Stimulate innovation; and  
• Resolve problems effectively. 
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Prior to submitting an annual report, each program, department or discipline is required to: 
 


• Review their assessment plans and examine results with their colleagues or teams; 
• Reflect on what has been learned; and  
• Identify and document problems or opportunities in the annual report. 


 
Findings, recommendations and results of this work will be: 
 


• Presented at College Leadership Council meetings; 
• Posted on the Onondaga Community College website; 
• Published in College print publications; and  
• Shared with the Board of Trustees; President and Executive Council; Faculty Association 


and related committees and departments. 
 
X. Annual Program Evaluation 
 
Enhancing the Path Toward Continuous Improvement 
 
Assessment of the Institutional Effectiveness program occurs on an annual basis, with 
subsequent revisions implemented, if needed.  This analysis focuses on identifying key 
assessment and/or planning functions in need of improvement and facilitating actions to enhance 
or refine those targeted areas. 
 
Through improved information gathering and analysis, Onondaga Community College has 
gained an institutional view of how each academic and administrative entity contributes—both 
individually and collaboratively—to the overall advancement of the College’s mission and goals, 
along with the coinciding ability to identify opportunities for improvement. As a result, the 
culture of assessment has become truly embedded in Onondaga; this provides the College with 
the impetus to better-fulfill its promise of self-discovery (Fig. 8 is located below).8 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                           
8IMDB. (2013). The Wizard of Oz. Retrieved from http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0032138/. 
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Fig. 8 Paving the Way 
 


 
 
Part Two 
 
XI. Guidelines for the Evaluation of Institutional Effectiveness  


A. Onondaga’s Planning and Assessment Cycle 


Administrative divisions play a substantial role in furthering the mission of Onondaga 
Community College. The College’s planning process, and the resulting strategic, multi-year 
master and annual operational plans, provide a strong framework for assessment across all 
institutional levels.   


These plans are clearly rooted in the institution’s mission, with multi-year master plans and 
annual operational plans flowing directly from the strategic plan, A Framework for Success: 
2011-2016 (Fig. 9 is located below). 
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Fig. 9 Planning and Assessment Flow 


B. Strategic Plan 


Assessment data inform planning and process improvement.  Strategic goals and initiatives 
demonstrate the use of both internal data and external benchmarks in the assessment of 
institutional effectiveness.  Onondaga’s progress towards meeting specified targets is updated 
throughout the year.  Further, the approved plan serves to guide the planning and budgeting 
processes throughout the campus. 


C. Multi-Year Master Plans 
 
Multi-year, cross-divisional plans expand on the 2011-2016 strategic plan and its corresponding 
initiatives and outline specific goals, outcomes and action strategies from divisions working in 
collaboration to move Onondaga toward achieving the goals of that same strategic plan. These 
plans are developed at the division level, shared with the entire campus, and routinely updated to 
ensure that divisional goals are aligned with approved institutional goals. 
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D. Divisional/Department Operational Plans 


Each administrative division completes annual operations plans, which consist of strategies 
departments will undertake during the year.9 These plans include specific objectives, measures 
and action steps that are related to the goals and initiatives specified in the strategic plan; a 
partial snapshot of a department operational plan is included as a reference (Fig. 10 is located 
below). 
 


2013-2014 Athletics 
Mission / Purpose 
To operate an athletics and recreational sports program that provides quality educational and developmental opportunities 
designed to complement a student’s formal classroom education, facilitate development of young adults by teaching, expecting, 
and reinforcing life skills, and make a difference in the overall wellness, general quality of life experiences, and opportunities 
for those who participate in sports. 
Goals 


 
G 1: Athletics 
To provide a quality inter-collegiate athletics program that supports the personal growth of the student athlete and promotes 
success both on and off the field 
Program Objectives, Related Outcome/Objective Measures, and Targets 


 
PO 1: Re-brand Onondaga Athletics 
Fully implement a new Onondaga Athletics rebranding initiative. 


 
Related Outcome/Objective Measures: 
 
Measure 1: Athletics project development 
Supports personal growth of student-athletes, and promotes success on/off the field. 
Target: 
2Q: Public unveiling of new Onondaga Athletics brand and incorporation in all aspects of intercollegiate athletics program 
including promotional and marketing materials, facility signage, team sports apparel and bookstore merchandise. 


 
PO 2: Unveil and implement a final plan for Athletics Hall of Fame 
Unveil and implement a final plan for Athletics Hall of Fame. 
 


Related Outcome/Objective Measures: 
 
Measure 2: Athletics project development 
Supports personal growth of student-athletes, and promotes success on/off the field. 
Target: 
3Q: Implement revised Hall of Fame (HOF) membership requirements, propose HOF event strategy, and propose new 
interior design of HOF space in Allyn Hall. 


 
 


Fig. 10 Athletics Operations Plan Snapshot 
 
Assessment of progress on the operational plans is monitored throughout the year and relayed in 
periodic division updates to the College community and in reports that each Vice-President 
submits semi-annually to the President.  
 
 
                                                           
9 OCC has transitioned to WEAVEonline. 
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E. Budget Process 
 
Planning within the College begins at the institutional level with input from all internal and 
external constituents, then flows to divisional and departmental levels, where financial resources 
are allocated in support of institutional goals and priorities. The structure of Onondaga’s budget 
development cycle is such that planning precedes budget submission; this ensures the allocation 
of funds based on approved plans operating in alignment with the College's strategic goals and 
initiatives.  
 
Part Three 


XII. Guidelines for the Assessment of Student Learning 


Onondaga's guidelines for the assessment of student learning provide faculty with the framework 
upon which standards for curricular excellence may be established or enhanced.  Directions, 
forms and resources provide support for planning and assessment of student learning outcomes at 
the institutional, program and course levels (Fig. 11 is located below). 


 
Fig. 11 Onondaga Community College Systematic Learning Outcomes Assessment 


 
 
The assessment of student learning is based on the following assumptions: 
 


• Faculty have a teacher-directed, learner-centered process for assuring continuous 
improvement in student learning; 


• Faculty will document expected and realized student learning outcomes more 
systematically;  


• Student Learning Assessment provides a common framework to communicate findings to 
the campus community – faculty, students, administrators – as well as to external 
audiences; 


• Results will be used to modify, shape and improve programs;  
• Faculty will set budget priorities; and  


Institutional 


Program 


Course 


IPAR  
Master Curriculum Map 


Curriculum Map 


Course Outline 
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• Faculty will help the College meet reporting needs for Middle States; SUNY; and the 
Board of Trustees. 


 
Student learning assessment is not an evaluation of individual students or individual faculty 
members.  It is a systematic collection and analysis of data on the performance of a student 
cohort.  Results are used to improve student learning and programs.  It is implemented most 
easily as part of a program’s ongoing activities.  Therefore, programs should seek as much as 
possible to utilize experiences and activities already required for students.  Where appropriate, 
programs should see how they compare with quality programs at comparable community 
colleges. 
 
Student learning is assessed at the institutional level via Onondaga’s Institutional Learning 
Outcomes (ILOs). Six learning outcomes reflect the broadest knowledge and skills students 
should be able to demonstrate as a result of their educational experience at the College.  
Individual programs can use ILOs as a guide to develop more specific program and course-level 
student learning outcomes. Administrative divisions and services can use ILOs to focus on what 
they want our students to achieve. Students’ perceptions of what they have learned is 
benchmarked through the national Community College Student Survey of Engagement (CCSSE) 
survey. 


All academic programs are also responsible for identifying student learning outcomes and 
utilizing a myriad of tools—including exams, presentations, evaluation guides and/or rubrics—to 
measure those learning outcomes. Curricular mapping templates permit individual degree and 
certificate programs to indicate the ways in which those programs' student learning outcomes are 
assessed [i.e. through which course(s) and assessment method(s)]. Additionally, through use of 
the College's Master Curriculum Map, academic programs also have the capacity to 
demonstrate program learning outcome alignment with OCC's institutional learning outcomes. 


Individual courses define student learning outcomes that should coincide and align with those of 
the degree or certificate program. Course-level learning outcomes are published within their 
corresponding course outlines or syllabi. Examples of assessment strategies include assignments, 
exams, performances and reports. 
 
Onondaga's mission to Explore. Discover. Transform. presents Faculty with freedom-of-choice, 
which offers flexible options for student learning assessment. The process—done annually—
begins with assessment plan development, followed by implementation and reporting. Data 
collection and analysis occurs throughout the academic year. 
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Assessment plans and reports remain the responsibility of the department chair. Programs may 
have identified additional faculty members as the assessment contact person(s).These 
departmental faculty will be the program’s contact with the Learning Outcomes Assessment 
Committee (LOAC) and Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research (IPAR). 
Assessment plans and results are reviewed with colleagues at department meetings. Each 
assessment report should include information about how results will be used. 


Plans, results and recommendations, to be utilized in planning and budgeting, are also shared 
with the Provost, Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee, and College Leadership Council. 
The LOAC Coordinator is responsible for sharing results with the campus community. 


Academic and administrative assessments are also emphasized through an incentive-based 
fellowship opportunity. The annual Assessment Fellows program offers tools, resources, 
internal/external training experiences to College employees in order to explore or learn more 
about effective assessment practices.   


Assessment Fellows' projects are showcased on Onondaga's Assessment Day: a campus-wide 
exhibition of planning and assessment practices demonstrated via presentations, poster sessions 
and open dialog. The College hosted its third annual Assessment Day celebration during spring 
2012. 


A. Academic Program Assessment  


Academic program assessment plans are completed annually. Assessment plans must be 
reviewed and completed by October 1st with all annual assessment findings are submitted by 
June 1st.   


Onondaga Community College has transitioned to the WEAVEonline planning and assessment 
database. Academic program assessment plans are built from the following components (Fig. 12 
is located below).10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                           
10 Portions of the Respiratory Care AAS degree program's academic assessment plan are referenced in this section 
for demonstrative purposes. 
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2013-2014 Respiratory Care RPD.AAS 


Mission / Purpose 
The Respiratory Care AAS program's mission is to prepare competent respiratory therapy care practitioners who will meet local 
and regional community healthcare needs. 
Goals 


 
G 1: Employment  
Upon completion of this program, the graduate will have the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to function in professional 
employment as a licensed practitioner. 
Student Learning Outcomes, Outcome/Objective Measures, and Targets 


 
SLO 1: Demonstrate cognitive behaviors 
The student will demonstrate cognitive (knowledge/critical thinking) behaviors appropriate to function as an entry-level 
respiratory therapist. 


 
Related Outcome/Objective Measures: 
 
Measure 6: Graduate Survey 
Department graduate survey - participation/response rates 
Target: 
CoARC standards: 50% graduate participation (3-year average); 80% of surveys returned indicate overall satisfaction rating 3 
or higher on a 5-point Likert scale. 
 
Measure 7: Employer Survey 
Department employer survey - participation/response rates 
Target: 
CoARC standards: 50% employer participation (3-year average); 80% of surveys returned indicate overall satisfaction rating 
3 or higher on a 5-point Likert scale. 
 
Measure 8: Laboratory/Clinical Performance Evaluations  
Laboratory and clinical performance evaluations (check-offs). Behavioral and psycho motor skill evaluations are required for 
all laboratory and 100-level clinical courses. Department policy includes a two-strike rule for all Respiratory Care and 
Science (BIO, CHEM) courses. Students are allowed two attempts at these courses. This provides additional incentive for 
students to succeed the first time taking a course. 
Target: 
Evaluation items must be rated by clinical instructor as >/=3 of a scale of 4. 


Program Objectives, Outcome/Objective Measures, and Targets  
 


PO 4: Program Retention Rates 
Target student retention/attrition rates - as mandated by CoARC. 


 
Related Outcome/Objective Measures: 
 
Measure 5: Program/Student Benchmarking Data 
CoARC attrition definition: Students who formally enrolled in a respiratory care program that began fundamental (non-
survey) respiratory care core coursework and have left for academic or non-academic reasons. 
Target: 
CoARC standards: 60% retention/max. 40% attrition - total number of students in enrollment cohort (3-year average) 


Fig. 12 Respiratory Care AAS Degree Program Assessment Plan Snapshot 
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Course Outlines: 
 
Within degree/certificate program curricula, individual course outlines define student learning 
outcomes that become the foundation upon which those academic programs' student learning 
outcomes are established. 


Department Chairs/Curriculum Coordinators are responsible for compiling individual outlines 
for each course within the academic discipline's prefix.  At the course-level, student learning 
outcomes should demonstrate alignment with the coinciding program's learning outcomes; OCC 
Institutional Learning Outcomes and/or SUNY General Knowledge/Skills/Competencies. 


Stored in a user-friendly format within WEAVEonline's document repository, course outlines are 
readily accessible to key campus stakeholders. (IPAR verifies curriculum document associations 
within individual academic entities.) 


Program Mission/Purpose: 


The academic program's mission statement aligns with Onondaga’s mission and all formal 
documents (i.e. College catalog). 


Goals:  


Goals are general statements describing the functions of the program and what the area needs to 
accomplish. Ensure these goals are derived from our institutional mission and reflect program’s 
mission. Use data from the program’s “data profile” to help develop key performance indicators.   


Program Student Learning Outcomes: 


In association with coinciding program goals, develop, revise or confirm measureable statements 
with regard to what students are expected to learn or achieve. These outcomes should be derived 
from OCC's institutional mission and reflect faculty intentions and course design. Well-written 
learning outcomes should consider the following components: audience; behavior; condition; and 
degree. 


Program Objectives:  
 
Program objectives are specific and quantifiable statements that focus on levels of academic 
program performance or achievement.  


Using data obtained from tools such as the Data Profile and Graduate Survey, academic 
programs will develop one or more program objectives including (but not limited to):  
 


• Monitor program completion rates: percentage of students admitted to the program will 
graduate within three years of program entry.  
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• Maintain graduate satisfaction levels: percentage of survey responses received will 
indicate overall satisfaction with the [degree or certificate] program.  


• Increase graduate employment: percentage of graduates actively seeking employment 
will be employed within one year of graduation.  


• Maintain program accreditation: [program] will monitor external accreditation agency 
requirements in order to maintain status. 


Assessment Measures, Targets and Findings  


Assessment Measures:  


Academic direct assessment measures such as exams, evaluation guides and rubrics should be 
defined; these tools are used to measure levels of student achievement against expected program 
student learning outcome results.  


Program objectives are linked to administrative performance measures such as benchmark data, 
external reports, and service quality. (Note: one individual assessment measure may be used for 
multiple outcomes.) 


Targets: 


For each program student learning outcome, identify target (or expected) levels of student 
achievement; well-written targets should identify the percentage of students expected to meet 
desired achievement levels by the end of a specified time period.  


Findings: 


Results from assessment activities conducted are reported annually. For each outcome assessed, 
provide a summary of the findings/results obtained; at minimum, one learning outcome should 
be assessed per academic year. Report percentage of total students assessed who met the 
expected level of student achievement; include raw numbers.   


Action Plans: 


Academic programs' action plans are based upon findings received for either the assessment of 
student learning outcomes or program objectives. For proposed actions pertaining to student 
learning results, the following analysis questions may be considered:  
 


• What specifically did your assessments show regarding proven strengths or progress you 
made on outcomes?  


• What specifically did your assessments show regarding any outcomes/objectives that will 
require continued attention (i.e. weaknesses or areas needing further development)? 
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End-of-Year Meeting:  


Prior to submitting an annual report, review assessment plans and examine results with 
colleagues, reflect on what has been learned and identified and document problems or 
opportunities in the annual report. 
 
Annual Assessment Reports: 
 
Submit an annual assessment report to the Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee, findings 
are submitted by June 1st.  Recommendations and findings will be shared with the Chief 
Academic Officer, faculty and key stakeholders as appropriate.  


B. General Education Assessment 


Onondaga Community College‘s General Education courses aspire to complement curriculum-
specific initiatives across academic disciplines. 


Among the diverse curricula, General Education seeks to specify a common ground by enabling 
students to acquire knowledge and skills in ten areas:  
 


• Mathematics; 
• Natural Sciences;  
• Social Sciences;  
• American History; 
• Western Civilization; 
• Other World Civilizations; 
• Humanities;  
• The Arts;  
• Foreign Language; 
• Basic Communication.  


 
Students will also develop competencies in the areas of: 
 


• Critical Thinking (Reasoning); and  
• Information Management. 
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The three-year planned assessment schedule is listed below: 
 


 
KNOWLEDGE/SKILL AREA 


 


 
YEAR 


The Arts 
Western Civilization 


Social Sciences 
Information Management 


 
2013 – 2014 


Basic Communication 
Other World Civilizations 


Humanities 
Critical Thinking 


 
2014 – 2015 


 


American History 
Foreign Language 


Mathematics 
Natural Sciences 


 
2015 – 2016 


 


 
Faculty members at Onondaga Community College have developed plans to assess the student 
learning outcomes defined in the July 2010 Policy and Guidance: State University Assessment 
Policy.11 


A careful review by the Faculty Association and Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee has 
confirmed that the student learning outcomes established by SUNY’s task force are addressed in 
OCC curricula and are indeed able to be assessed. 


 
Part Four  


XIII. Academic Program Portfolio Management 


The College has well-defined core processes that support the management of its portfolio of 
programs and inform new program development and review. These core processes include a 
new program development process for credit-bearing programs, program mix administrative 
review, and external academic program review and student learning assessment, which are 
used as tools for continuous improvement. The processes provide faculty and key stakeholders 
with opportunities to introduce new or revised curriculum, strengthen academic offerings 
through the identification of new trends in the competitive market place, and develop 
innovative strategies that support student success.  


 
                                                           
11 SUNY Board of Trustees resolution 2010-039 and Guidelines for the Approval of State University General 
Education Requirement Courses. 
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A. New Program Development 


Aligned with Onondaga's strategic goals that focus on ensuring feasibility and long-term 
sustainability of new programs prior to their implementation, the College's new credit and non-
credit program development processes use data-driven results to inform planning and 
development of new and essential programming opportunities within areas of potential interest. 


Findings from feasibility/market analyses of program cost-benefit indicators, curriculum 
transferability, market/workforce demand, along with potential to build community/regional 
partnerships are taken into consideration and used to recommend and approve new program 
ideas and subsequent programmatic planning and development. Program development processes 
for new credit-bearing degree and certificate programs are mapped in a flow chart.12 


B. Program Mix Administrative Review  
 
A program mix administrative review is conducted annually by Onondaga's Vice President, 
Enrollment Management and Student Development, in cooperation with the Chief Academic 
Officer. Program data—including new and returning student enrollment; student interest 
(admission data); persistence and graduation rates; competitive analysis; cost information; and 
labor demand—are used to assist in identification of academic programs in need of a 
comprehensive review.   
 
This process:  
 


• Identifies current programs to be evaluated in order to determine a particular program’s 
efforts toward promoting a healthy mix of/within OCC programming;  


• Provides for an impartial and thorough administrative review of those programs 
completed in cooperation with program faculty, which takes into account a wide range of 
criteria that contribute to making a program a productive part of the range of offerings at 
the College; 


• Identifies areas of potential opportunity for new programs and certificates; and 
• Provides processes and tools for conducting program feasibility analyses (i.e. long-term 


sustainability and community need/value) prior to proposal submission for faculty 
consideration.  


 
The administrative review process begins each fall semester with consideration of a number of 
key performance indicators, which includes enrollment trends, program retention, timeframe of 
most recent program updating, student performance on licensing exams, program cost and 
revenue trends, and new program opportunities. Programs are selected for a more thorough 
                                                           
12Institutional Effectiveness Plan Appendices: Credit-Bearing New Degree/Certificate Program Process Flow Chart. 
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review if a number of performance indicators point to significant issues. In addition, programs 
are identified that would benefit from more program-specific marketing attention, i.e. marketing 
to area high schools.  


C. External Academic Program Review and Student Learning Assessment within Academic 
Disciplines 


The purpose of academic program review and student learning assessment is to provide 
programs and academic leadership with an objective critique of programs and a basis for 
improvement. The focus of the review should be on the academic enterprise and on steps that 
could and should be taken to improve the program within available funding levels. Given the 
importance of good governance, it would also be appropriate for the external review team to 
examine the effectiveness of program leadership and the level of functional collegiality. 


Programs will be reviewed every six years according to SUNY standards. In carrying out their 
assessment plan, all programs will: 
 


• Complete one cycle of assessment every six years or on a cycle of programmatic 
accreditation of ten years or less;  


• Include measures of student learning outcomes; 
• Seek review of their final assessment report by an external review team, including a 


campus visit and report to the Chief Academic Officer; and 
• Include a strategy for measuring, specific to designated learning outcomes, change in 


students’ knowledge and skills over time. 
 
For all new programs, a mid-point (3rd year) academic program review will be conducted. All 
new programs will follow the guidelines outlined above and substitute an internal peer review for 
the external review process. 
 
The standard interval period for external review of OCC's academic programs is every six years; 
however, program(s) with low or non-enrollment may be exempted by the Chief Academic 
Officer. Additional circumstances that may warrant an exemption include: 
 


• New program(s) that recently had external review during program development (or 
whose evaluation will be included in the next cycle); and 


• Program(s) with evaluation(s) scheduled for the next cycle due to programmatic 
accreditation or other scheduling reasons. 
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The Coordinator of the Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee will coordinate each 
program review with the program’s designated faculty member. Programs will provide the 
following documents to the Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee at least one month prior 
to the scheduled visit. Summaries will be provided to the external review team: 
 


1. Self-Study Summary (strengths and opportunities) 
• Introduction/Historical Overview 
• Program Strengths 
• Community Need/Advisory Board (if applicable) 
• High Level Market Analysis (if applicable) 
• Curriculum Changes (last 6 years) 
• Student Advisement Process 
• Explain how the program design is reflective of the needs and expectations in the 


discipline or profession and to students’ goals and interests 
• Listing of campus academic and support services and how they support faculty 


and students in the program 
• Continuous Improvement Initiatives 
• Opportunities and New Directions for the Program 


 
2. Degree Program Description 


• Mission Statement and the alignment to Onondaga’s mission 
• Program Learning Outcomes 
• Program Objective 
• Catalog Description and Admission Materials 
• Curriculum Outline(s) 


 
3. Inclusive Assessment Measures, Data Collection and Reporting (6-years) 


• Assessment Plan(s) 
• Assessment Results  
• Rubrics 


 
4. Faculty Profiles 


• Full-time Faculty  
• Adjunct Faculty  


 
5. Employer and or graduate surveys, if appropriate.  
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External review teams should consist of no less than two individuals who have no academic, 
professional or other significant relationship to full-time faculty in the program/departments, no 
previous significant or formal affiliation with the institution, and who come from academic or 
professional institutions belonging to a peer or aspirational peer group. One Advisory Board 
member may serve as part of each review team. In addition, the Chief Academic Officer may use 
professional judgment to determine whether one reviewer would be sufficient to achieve the 
goals of external review. 
 
A full day agenda includes: 
 


• Meetings with students, and faculty, including adjunct faculty; 
• Campus tour, and 
• Exit meeting with the Chief Academic Officer or designee. 


 
The report from the external review team should include: 
 


• The date of the campus visit and a list of the people whom the team met during the visit; 
• The team’s assessment of the program, including major strengths and weaknesses; and 
• The team’s recommendations to the chief academic officer for program improvement. 


 
The review team will prepare the written report addressing various questions about the academic 
program. The following questions should guide the report: 13 
 


1. How are the program’s mission statement and student learning outcomes appropriate to 
the program and congruent with Onondaga Community College’s mission? 


2. Is the program design reflective of the needs and expectations in the discipline or 
profession?   Do the courses relate to the program goals and outcomes? 


3. How have assessment results been used to improve student learning? 
4. What is the overall quality of instruction?  Are the procedures for evaluating 


effectiveness in teaching adequate? 
5. What are the students’ perceptions?  Are their goals being met?  Do they have access to 


the faculty? 
6. Is the student advisement process effective? 
7. Is the curriculum current, relevant to student goals and interests, and coherent? 
8. Do courses offered outside the program provide students” knowledge/skills that they 


need to be successful in their program and career? 
9. Are student learning outcomes consistent when multiple instructors teach the same 


course? 
10. Are faculty qualified; and do they continue to develop their discipline knowledge and 


pedagogical skills? 


                                                           
13 Institutional Effectiveness Plan Appendices: New Program Feasibility and Cost Analysis, Program Mix 
Administrative Review and External Academic Program Review Evaluation Criteria. 
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11. Do campus academic and support services provide adequate support to the faculty and 
students (i.e. admissions, library, technology, health & counseling)? 


12. What new directions are suggested for this program? 
 
These questions address how well the mission statement aligns with the program’s student 
learning outcomes, to the quality of instruction and even student perceptions of the program. 
The review team will conclude the report with recommendations for improvement. The team will 
submit the report to the Learning Outcomes Assessment Coordinator within two (2) weeks of the 
program visit.  
 
Onondaga Community College’s Chief Academic Officer will maintain records of each 
completed program review and assessment of student learning in the major that includes: 
 
 MAJOR-2 Summary Report form located in WEAVE; and 
 Report of the external review team (and accreditation letter, as applicable). 


 
A record will be maintained in WEAVE in the Document Management repository for each 
program. 
 
Onondaga’s Chief Academic Officer will submit a current schedule of completed and planned 
program reviews to SUNY’s Provost by September 1 of each year and disseminate the schedule 
to designated faculty representatives. 
 
Per SUNY requirements, Onondaga’s Chief Academic Officer will submit a copy of the above 
records to SUNY’s Provost upon request. SUNY's reporting policy requires each campus to:  
 


• Report to the Provost of the State University of New York, upon request, its schedule 
for program evaluation and accreditation; and  


• E-mail to the Provost of the State University of New York, at Assessment@suny.edu, 
an electronic copy of the all official status determinations from applicable accrediting 
bodies, within thirty days of receipt, including determinations from on-site or follow-
up visits and periodic review reports (or their equivalents). 


Program reviews will be presented or shared with faculty on Assessment Day. 
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Variables to review for analysis 



1. Utilizing EMSI, Bureau of Labor Statistics, industry specific websites for job trends, and
other labor market studies, provide job opportunity forecasts that includes percentage and
number of expected openings over a 10 year period locally and nationally



2. From SOC (Standard Occupational Classification from the Bureau of Labor Statistics),
identify the associated SOC job titles and skills this program will provide



3. Identify similar program offerings at community colleges/service providers within a 3
hour radius and when available, provide enrollment data



4. Determine a sample curriculum, in consultation with Provost or VP of External Relations,
most closely aligned with proposed program to use as template for cost analysis



5. Conduct cost-analysis (instruction, equipment, faculty, support services, facilities, etc.) in
consultation with Financial Services



6. Consult with Provost’s office to identify if this program, or something similar, is
currently under consideration within SUNY (source: monthly SUNY program
announcements)



7. If transfer curriculum, identify at least 3 potential transfer partners within 3 hour radius
8. Identify if non-credit, credit, or potentially both with outlined stackable credential



possibilities
9. Identify any potential partnerships with current programs/industry sponsors/colleges



This analysis is completed by the Assistant to the VP of EMSD in consultation with the VP. A 
memo from the VP to the Provost or VP of External Relations outlines the findings and a 
recommendation. A typical timeframe for completion is 1-2 weeks, dependent upon the amount 
of available data. 
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History, Development and Expectations 



 What were the primary goals of the program when it was established?
 To what degree are the original goals of the program still relevant?
 Has the program remained current in addressing the needs for which it was established?
 What are the demographic characteristics of the student body served by this program?



[Socio-economic background, academic preparation, age, etc.]
 What factors are potential barriers to student success considering these demographics?



[i.e., need for part-time or evening study, increased need for remediation and support
services, access to these support services in the evening]



 What is the maturity level of the program:
- New
- Established
- Out-lived its demand



External Demands for the Program 



 How strong is the local demand for graduates of the program?
 How does the graduation rate balance with local job demand?



- [i.e., 100% placement of graduates without creating a glut]
 What is the relationship between local demand for graduates and the enrollment trend



line?
 What is the competition for this program?  How successful is the competition when



compared with this program?
 What is the potential for future enrollments?
 Is the potential student population pool large enough to provide adequate subscription to



the program?
 What are the transfer opportunities for graduates seeking further education beyond the



program outcome?  [i.e., Certificate to AAS   or   AA to BA]
 What is the starting salary for graduates who are employed in the field?  What is the



earnings potential for graduates who are employed in the field?



Internal Demands for the Program 



 To what extent does this program support other programs at the college?
 Could another department provide similar support to the other programs?
 To what extent does this program use the services of other programs at the college?
 What is the forecast for use by new and emerging programs?
 Are there any unique internal demands for the department’s services?
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Quality of Program Inputs and Processes 



 How strong are the credentials and professional reputations of the full-time faculty who
are responsible for the program? [Report items such as faculty with terminal degrees,
publications, officers in professional organizations, presentations at national conferences,
etc.]



 What percent of courses in the discipline were taught by full-time faculty in the past five
years?



 Is the curriculum coherent, comprehensive and dynamic?  How recently has the
curriculum been reviewed and/or updated?



 Is accreditation available for programs of this type and, if so, has the program sought
and/or received accreditation?  Does the program meet or exceed national standards?



 To what degree has the program taken advantage of advancements in technology to
enhance learning?



 What is the current standard for equipment in the discipline and how does the program’s
equipment compare to the standard?



 What additional resources are needed to enhance the quality of this program?



Size, Scope and Productivity of the Program 



 How many students have been enrolled in the program for each of the last five years?
 How many FTEs have been generated by students in this program in each of the last five



years?
 How many students have graduated from this program in each of the last five years?
 Is the program of sufficient size and scope to affirm that it can be conducted effectively?
 Does information analysis suggest opportunities for consolidation or restructuring?



Revenue and Other Resources Generated by the program 



 What revenue does the program generate?
Report items such as:



-     FTEs, Tuition, Chargebacks 
- Grant aid (special projects, research, equipment) 
- Private fundraising (any restrictions/conditions?) 
- Lab fees, Other fees 
- Scholarships 
- Revenue this program generates for other programs 
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 What is the potential for additional revenue?
Report items such as:



- Alumni interest 
- Corporate/business interest 
- Professional association interest 
- Governmental programs 
- Grants 



 Are there existing beneficial relationships with the community?  If not, what
opportunities are available?



Consider items such as: 
- Business/corporate training programs 
- Cooperative programs with other colleges 
- Consulting relationships 
- Economic development participation 
- Governmental relationships 
- Internships 
- Targeted courses 
- What is the status of the program’s Advisory Committee? 



Costs and Other Expenses Associated with the Program 



 What are the direct and indirect costs of the program?
Consider items such as: 



- personnel  
- equipment 
- supplies  
- utilities 
- professional development, travel 
- space 



 How efficiently does this program operate?
 What investment in the program is necessary for proper quality?  Are any quality issues



related to costs?  Are there specific IT needs associated with this program?



Impact, Justification and Overall Essentiality of the Program 



 How essential is this program to the college mission/strategic plan?
 What impact has this program had or might it have on the community?  On other



programs?  How has it helped define the college in the public perception?  What is its
public visibility/perception?



 How essential is this program to other programs?  What are those relationships?
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Opportunity Analysis of the Program 



 What opportunities exist for expansion, change or reformation of this program?
- Collaborative offerings, either with other programs, with other colleges or with



community groups 
 How might updating the curriculum strengthen the program?
 What emerging trends exist that could lead to changes which would make the program



more competitive?
 How extensively does this program use distance learning?



The Program Mix Evaluation Criteria instrument is based on the work of Robert C. Dickeson in 
his book, Prioritizing Academic Programs and Services, Jossey-Bass 1999. 
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1. How are the program’s mission statement and student learning outcomes appropriate to
the program and congruent with Onondaga Community College’s mission?



2. Is the program design reflective of the needs and expectations in the discipline or
profession? Do the courses relate to the program goals and outcomes?



3. Have assessment results been used to improve student learning?
4. What is the overall quality of instruction? Are the procedures for evaluating effectiveness



in teaching adequate?
5. What are the students’ perceptions? Are their goals being met?
6. Do students have access to the faculty?
7. Is the student advisement process effectiveness?
8. Is the curriculum current, relevant to student goals and interests, and coherent?
9. Do courses offered outside the program provide students’ knowledge/skills that they need



to be successful in their program and career?
10. Are student learning outcomes consistent when multiple instructors teach the same



course?
11. Are faculty qualified and do they continue to develop their discipline knowledge and



pedagogical skills?
12. Do campus academic and support services provide adequate support to the faculty and



students (i.e. admissions, library, technology, health & counseling)?
13. What new directions are suggested for this program?
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Assessment 
Activity 



What does it assess? Data source Who manages 
it? 



Frequency 
of Data 



Collection 



Use of Data Results 
Reference to 



Strategic Plan 
Goals 



Institutional Assessment 



Strategic Plan 
Goals, Outcomes 
and Measures  



Institutional Effectiveness Benchmark 
data; 
Division 
updates; 
Strategic 
workgroup 
output 



IPAR Semi-
annual 



Strategic plan 
updates  
Outcomes 1.1-5.6 
Measures 1.1.1-5.6.1 



National 
Community 
College 
Benchmark 
Project (NCCBP) 



SUNY community college 
comparison 



Colleague IPAR Annual Improvement; 
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcomes 1.1-1.6; 
2.2-2.4 
Measures 1.1.1-
1.6.1; 2.2.1-2.4.3 



National Center 
for Education 
Statistics: 
Integrated 
Postsecondary 
Education Data 
System (IPEDS) 



Institution-level of; Student 
enrollment/retention; 
graduation rates/program 
completions; student 
tuition/expenses; finance; 
human resources 



Colleague 
Finance 
HR 



IPAR Annual Benchmarking/peer 
analysis; 
Improvement;  
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcomes 1.1-1.6; 
1.8; 5.3-5.4 
Measures 1.1.1-
1.6.1; 1.8.1; 5.3.1-
5.4.1 



National 
Accreditation 
Programs: Middle 
States; ABET; 
ARC/STSA; 
CoARC; 
CAHIIM, 
NAEYC; NKBA; 
NLNAC; NRC 



Compliance with 
organization’s standards 



Program 
specific 
WEAVE 



Program 
specific 
IPAR 



Varied per 
organization 
expectation 



Accreditation; 
Improvement; 
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcome 4.4 
Measure 4.4.1 



Economic 
Modeling 
Specialists, Inc. 
(EMSI) 



Socioeconomic Impact 
(SEIM) Study 



Colleague 
College 
documentation 



IPAR As needed Strategic plan update 
Outcomes 1.3; 3.1; 
4.1; 4.2; 4.3; 5.1; 
5.2; 5.6 
Measures 1.3.1; 
3.1.1; 4.1.1; 4.2.1; 
4.3.1; 5.1.1; 5.2.1; 
5.6.1 
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Assessment 
Activity 



What does it assess? Data source Who manages 
it? 



Frequency 
of Data 



Collection 



Use of Data Results 
Reference to 



Strategic Plan 
Goals 



Research  
Marketing 
Strategies (RMS) 



Audit of College’s current 
program offerings in 
relation to projected need in 
the community; analyzes 
program mix relative to 
College’s key competitors 



Colleague 
College 
documentation 



IPAR As needed Academic program 
response to 
local/regional/state 
employment needs; 
Program Mix 
reports;  
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcomes: 1.3; 1.5; 
1.7; 3.1; 4.1 
Measures 1.3.1; 
1.5.1; 1.7.1 



Perkins Grant Student engagement & 
retention through curricula 
and equipment upgrades  



Varied Administration 
IPAR 



Annual Improve student 
success: retention, 
transfer, future 
employment   



Administrative Assessment 



Division & 
Department Plans 



Specific outcomes and 
strategies, resource 
requirements, timeframe to 
completion, measures & 
criteria for success 



Varied Administration 
Division/ 
Department 
specific 



Specified 
per 
initiative 



Improvement;  
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcomes 1.1-5.6 
Measures 1.1.1-5.6.1 



Academic Assessment 



Program Mix 
Review 



Academic program 
performance utilizing  
enrollment, academic and 
cost measures 



Finance 
IPAR 



Administration 
Division/ 
Department 
specific 



Annual Improvement; 
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcomes 1.4-1.6; 
3.1; 4.1 
Measures 1.4.1-
1.6.1; 3.1.1; 4.1.1 



Academic 
Program 
Data Profile 



Academic program 
performance; student 
satisfaction 



Colleague 
Graduate 
survey 
responses 



IPAR Annual Academic 
assessments; 
Accreditation; 
Improvement; 
Program Reviews; 
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcomes 1.4-1.6; 
4.5-4.6 
Measures 1.4.1-
1.6.1; 4.5.1-4.6.1 



SUNY General 
Education 
Assessment  



Student proficiency levels in 
general education 
knowledge/skill/competency 
areas  



Course 
specific 



LOAC 
IPAR 



3-year 
rotating 
basis 



Academic 
assessments; 
Accreditation; 
Improvement 
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Assessment 
Activity 



What does it assess? Data source Who manages 
it? 



Frequency 
of Data 



Collection 



Use of Data Results 
Reference to 



Strategic Plan 
Goals 



Academic 
Program Review 



In-depth analysis of 
individual academic 
program every 6 years 



Academic 
program 
report 
Accreditation 
status 
documents 
LOAC 



Academic 
program 
specific 
LOAC 
Provost 



Every 6- 
years; 
Newly 
established 
programs: 
during 3rd 
operational 
year 



Accreditation; 
Curricular revisions; 
Improvement 



Course-level 
assessment 



Assessment of student 
competencies after taking a 
course; Student satisfaction 
with faculty performance in 
the classroom 



Academic 
department 
specific 



Academic 
department 
specific 



Upon 
course 
completion 
(Faculty 
directed) 



Accreditation; 
Improvement; 
Professional 
development 



National & State 
Licensure Board 
Exams 



Student competencies in 
health sciences degrees 



National 
Exam 



Academic 
program 
specific 



3 times a 
year 



Academic program 
assessments; 
Accreditation; 
Improvement 
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcome 4.5 
Measure 4.5.1 



Advisory Boards Opinions from community 
stakeholders 



Member 
driven 



Academic/ 
Administrative 
department/ 
division specific 



Annual (as 
needed) 



Improvement;  
Strategic plan update 
Outcome 1.1-5.6 
Measures 1.1.1-5.6.1 



Student Satisfaction and Success 



Community 
College Study of 
Student 
Engagement 
(CCSSE) 



Longitudinal follow-up of 
students’ attitudes and 
expectations 



CCSSE 
survey 
responses 



IPAR Every 3-
years 
Most recent 
2012 



Improvement; 
Strategic plan 
updates 
Outcome 1.7 
Measure 1.7.1 



SUNY Student 
Opinion Survey 
(SOS) 



Longitudinal follow-up of 
students’ attitudes and 
expectations 



SOS 
responses 



IPAR As 
coordinated 
by SUNY 
system 



Improvement 



Graduate Student 
Survey (internal) 



Student self-assessment of 
academic growth, 
satisfaction with services 



OCC graduate 
survey 
responses 



IPAR Annual Academic program 
assessments and data 
profiles; 
Accreditation; 
College catalog; 
IPAR web updates; 
Strategic plan update 
Outcome 4.6 
Measure 4.6.1 
WEAVEonline 
reports 
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Assessment 
Activity 



What does it assess? Data source Who manages 
it? 



Frequency 
of Data 



Collection 



Use of Data Results 
Reference to 



Strategic Plan 
Goals 



Student 
Withdrawal 
Survey 



Rationale for student 
departure; satisfaction levels 



Student 
withdrawal 
survey 
responses 



Enrollment 
Management 



Regular Determine if specific 
intervention will 
reduce attrition 



Orientation 
Survey 



Student satisfaction with 
orientation experience 



Student 
orientation 
survey 
responses 



Enrollment 
Management 



August and 
January 



Improvement 



Student Central 
Satisfaction 
Survey 



Student satisfaction with 
services provided by 
Student Central 



Student 
Central 
satisfaction 
survey 
responses 



Enrollment 
Management 



Ongoing Student Central 
service improvement 



Diversity Survey Campus diversity Student 
diversity 
survey 
responses 



IPAR Regular Informs diversity 
master plan 



Employer Survey Satisfaction with academic 
preparedness and services 



Academic 
program 
specific 



Academic 
program 
specific 
IPAR 



Regular Academic program 
assessments/reviews; 
Accreditation; 
Improvement 



Board, faculty 
and staff surveys 



Campus community 
feedback/opinions; levels of 
satisfaction with many 
aspects of OCC 
programs/services 



Campus 
Inclusive 



IPAR As needed Board, Faculty, Staff 
development; 
Improvement 



Admissions/Initial 
Enrollment 
Placement 
Testing 



Student competency 
level/course 



Accuplacer 
exam 



Testing services Point of 
service 



Improvement; 
Strategic plan update 
Outcomes 2.2-2.4 
Measures 2.2.1-2.4.3 



Equal 
Opportunity 
Program (EOP) – 
Student Progress 
Survey 



Student progress and 
success in courses 



Faculty survey 
responses 



EOP 
IPAR 



Fall & 
Spring 
semesters 



Retention alert with 
Counselor 
intervention; EOP 
planning and 
improvement; 
Strategic plan update 
Outcomes 1.4-1.6; 
2.1-2.4 
Measures 1.4.1-
1.6.1; 2.1.1-2.4.3 
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Assessment 
Activity 



What does it assess? Data source Who manages 
it? 



Frequency 
of Data 



Collection 



Use of Data Results 
Reference to 



Strategic Plan 
Goals 



CSTEP & 
LSAMP Student 
Progress Survey 



Student progress and 
success in courses 



Primary data 
from faculty 
teaching 
CSTEP and 
LSAMP 
students 



IPAR and 
CSTEP Offices 



Fall & 
Spring 
semesters 



Retention alert with 
Counselor 
intervention; EOP 
planning and 
improvement; 
Strategic plan update 
Outcomes 1.4-1.6; 
2.1-2.4 
Measures 1.4.1-
1.6.1; 2.1.1-2.4.3 



Campus Climate 
Survey 



OCC employees’ overall 
assessment of campus 
climate 



Employee 
survey 
responses 



IPAR Every 5-
years (or as 
needed) 



Improvement 
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These Bylaws of the College Leadership Council are made and effective October 4, 2012. 



Article I– Name 



The name of this body shall be the College Leadership Council. 



Article II – Purpose & Responsibilities 



A. The purpose of the College Leadership Council shall be to: 



1. Improve the College’s capacity to achieve its goals and promote organizational
excellence.



2. Improve cross-institutional collaboration and institutional effectiveness by serving
as a central body responsible for reviewing proposals of cross-institutional
significance that are submitted by stakeholder bodies (Faculty Association,
Student Association, Staff Association, Administrators’ Council) or one of the
recognized College Committees.



3. Foster an atmosphere that embraces diversity and encourages collegiality by
facilitating consistent, effective campus-wide involvement in planning and
institutional effectiveness.



4. Ensure continuous improvement of shared governance at Onondaga in support of
institutional effectiveness and ensure that the vision of shared governance is
operationalized.



5. Formulate recommendations to the president for review and further action.



B. The primary responsibilities of the College Leadership Council shall be to: 



1. Facilitate shared governance at Onondaga.
2. Serve in an advisory capacity to the president.
3. Review and recommend to the president actions on proposals for new programs,



projects, or services with cross-institutional significance.
4. Review progress toward the mission, goals and outcomes established in the



College’s Strategic Plan, Master Plans, and Institutional Effectiveness Plan;
regularly communicate updates to the campus community regarding progress; and
periodically recommend new or alternative actions to support achievement of
established targets.



5. Review and monitor compliance with all external accrediting and licensing
agencies.
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Article III – Membership 



A. The membership of the College Leadership Council shall be comprised of representatives 
of College’s recognized associations and the heads of the College’s divisions. 



Associations: 



1. Faculty Association Chairperson
2. Staff Association President
3. Administrators’ Council Chairperson
4. Student Association President
5. Student Association Designee
6. Faculty Association Adjunct Representative
7. Chair-of-Chairs



Divisions: 



1. Educational Services
(Provost & Senior Vice President



2. College-Affiliated Enterprises & Asset Management
(Senior Vice President



3. Human Resources & External Relations
(Vice President)



4. Institutional Planning, Assessment & Research
(Chief IPAR Officer)



5. Enrollment Management & Student Development
(Vice President)



6. Information Technology
(Chief Information Technology Officer)



B. The roles and responsibilities of the membership are to: 



1. Represent the collective views of their respective constituencies.
2. Report to their respective constituencies on the work of the College Leadership



Council.
3. Solicit input from their respective constituencies on matters that come before the



College Leadership Council.
4. Review the agenda and all supplemental information prior to meetings.
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C. While the President of the College is not a member of the College Leadership Council, 
he/she shall have a standing invitation to attend any and all meetings, and to address the 
body. 



Article IV – Chairs 



The College Leadership Council shall be co-chaired by the Chairperson of the Faculty 
Association and the College’s Provost. 



Article V – Meetings 



A. The College Leadership Council shall determine and establish its own meeting schedule, 
subject to the following provisions: 



1. Regular meetings of the College Leadership Council shall be of sufficient
frequency and duration as to effectively carry out its purpose and responsibilities.



2. The College Leadership Council shall meet no fewer than monthly during the
College’s academic year, and at least once during the summer.



a. The summer meeting shall serve as a retreat for setting the College
Leadership Council’s agenda and goals for the upcoming academic year.



3. Special meetings of the College Leadership Council may be scheduled at the
request of the College President or the co-chairs.



B. The agenda for all meetings shall be established by the co-chairs. 



1. In the case of a special meeting, the co-chairs shall establish the agenda in
consultation with the callers of said meeting.



2. Meeting agendas will follow a standard format acceptable to the Council to
include review and recommendations of proposals and recommendations from
Associations and Committees, as well as standing items based on a calendar of
critical topics to be reviewed and discussed throughout the year.



3. The agenda for regular meetings, including proposals for consideration and all
relevant documentation, shall be distributed to the membership no later than one
week prior to the meeting.



C. The minutes of all meetings shall be made publicly available to the College community 
within one week after the meeting. 
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1. The minutes shall note actions taken on proposals brought before the College
Leadership Council.



Article VI – Conduct Of Business 



A. Proposals, including supporting documentation, shall be submitted to the College 
Leadership Council not less than one week prior to the meeting at which they are to be 
considered: 



1. Proposals should include detailed information regarding why the proposal was
developed and a description of the benefits to the College of adopting the
proposal.



B. As a standard protocol, the College Leadership Council shall provide a written response 
to all proposals within one week after the meeting at which they were considered. 



C. All formal recommendations to the College President shall be submitted in writing using 
a standard format: 



1. All formal recommendations to the College President shall include the supporting
materials that were submitted by the body/committee that developed the proposal.



2. The College Leadership Council may issue its recommendations in the form of
majority-minority reports.



3. All recommendations to the College President shall be recorded in the minutes.



Article VII – College Committees 



A. The College Leadership Council shall be the reporting home for official College Standing 
Committees, as outlined in the College’s Centralized Policy Manual, and College Ad Hoc 
Committees. 



B. The College Leadership Council shall have the authority to recommend to the President 
the creation or dissolution of College Committees: 



1. The College Leadership Council shall review the structure and charges for such
committees.



2. Recommendations to create or dissolve Standing Committees shall require a two-
thirds vote of the College Leadership Council membership.



3. Recommendations to create or dissolve Ad Hoc Committees shall require a
simple majority of the College Leadership Council membership.
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Article VIII – Amendments 



These Bylaws may be altered, amended, or repealed and supplanted by new Bylaws in the 
following manner: 



A. Notification of an amendment proposal must be received by the membership of the 
College Leadership Council no fewer than thirty (30) days prior to the meeting at which 
it is to be considered. 



B. Amendment proposals shall be clearly stated on the meeting agenda at which it is to be 
considered. 



C. Adoption of an amendment proposal shall require a two-thirds majority of the College 
Leadership Council membership. 



D. The College Leadership Council shall forward approved amendments to the College 
President. 



E. Approved amendments shall not take effect until ratified by the College President 
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Credit Bearing New Degree/Certificate Program Process Flow Chart 



P hase I: Pre-Deve lopment 



l. Internal/external source submits new 
program idea that will meet a -~ 
community/workforce need to Provost 



l 
2. In consultation with Provost and 
appropriat e academic department , 
Enrollment Management and Student 
Development division completes 
cost/feasibility study within two weeks of 
receipt 



: 'Back to 1: Provost communicates 
3. Vice President of Enrollment I action to: (I) internal/external 
Management and Student Development . source and (2) if deemed non-
recommends subsequent action to the - credit opportunity to the Vice 
Provost* President of Human Resources and 



l External Relat ions 



4 . Provost refers to the President for -review and consideration ~ 



i Back to 4: CLC responds to . 5. President reviews and recommends to . President 's concerns or P resident 



I 
- Board of T rustees (BOT ) for approval -



• rejects study 



Back to 5: President responds to 
BOT concerns or BOT reject s - 6. Board of T rustees approves new 



~ 



program idea 
study 



+ 
7. Provost not ifies Academic Department 
Chair of proposed program idea 



*Provost shares feasibility studies with Programs and Academic Support Committee and College Leadership 
Council on a quarterly basis. Programs and Academic Support Committ ee reviews feasibility analysis process on 
an annual basis and makes recommendations to Vice President of Enrollment Management and Student 
Development. 



TIMELINE 
1-2 Months 



,-------l Phase II: Cuniculum Developme nt 



8. Responsible faculty member identified; 
develops new internal program proposal 
and presents to academic department 



'+' 
9. Academic department approves new 
program proposal; submits student learning 



TIMELINE I 
outcomes and assessment p lan to Learning 



6 - 9 Months 
Outcomes Assessment Committee (LOAC) 
for review 



Alcohol & Substance Abuse 
- - - - - - - - -



Counseling A.A.S. 
cation Studies A.A. Comm uni 
Paramedic A.A. S. 



l 
As appropriate communicates 



~ major modifications to BOT for 
info rmational purposes 



:··----------------·l'----------------· ' -----------------I American S1 ·gn Language A.S. 



10. LOAC recommends adopt ion of 
program student learning outcomes and L-1 ~ LOAC Oiair: Resolves concerns 
assessment plan; refers to Curriculum with academic depart ment faculty 



Committee 



i 
11. Curriculum Committee reviews and Curriculum Committee Chair: 



- --- recommends new program and courses to L-1 '+ Resolves concerns with academic 



Facult y Association department facult y 



+ I 



12. Faculty Association votes to proceed Back to 9: Respond to concerns 



with submission to SUNY and SED or reject 



P h ase ill: S tate E"l:te rn al Review and Approval Process 



TIMILINE 
6 - 12 Months 



13. Provost prepares and submit s SUNY 
program announcement and new program 
proposal to SUNY (SUNY submits 
proposal to SED on Onondaga's behalf) 



14 . Provost not ifies President, Executive 
~------1 Council, College Leadership Council and 



Faculty Associat ion of submission and then 
decision 
-----------~ 



; - - - - - - - - -I Nuclear Engineering Technology A.A.S. 



Provost responds to concerns 
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A Framework For Success:  2011-2016 is the strategic plan, or formal determination of 
Onondaga’s future course, how it will get there and how it will know if it got there or not. The 
strategic framework focuses on the entire College. 



Academic Program Assessment Plans include data reviewed and completed on or before 
October 1st each academic year by each academic program for the following components: (1) 
Program Mission, (2) Goals, (3) Program Student Learning Outcomes, (4) Program Objectives, 
(5) Assessment Measures and (6) Targets. 



Action plans are activity sequences designed to help divisions, departments or programs better 
accomplish intended outcomes/objectives. 



Annual Assessment Reports are a division's, department's or program's findings based on 
outcome/objectives identified in the assessment plan. 



Assessment is the collaboratively planned, systematic and organization-wide process used by 
Onondaga Community College to evaluate the degree to which all programs and services are 
effectively fulfilling the College's mission and strategic plan—which involves collecting, 
interpreting, and acting on information to facilitate continuous improvement in both academic 
and non-academic areas. 



Assessment measures consist of methods to gauge achievement of expected results, which 
include procedures for collecting direct and/or indirect sources of evidence of student progress 
towards meeting learning achievement expectations; or delivery of anticipated or intended 
strategy results. 



Course Outline is the official guiding documentation for faculty course development that serves 
as a contract between the College and instructors, and includes the following information: course 
title, course number, department, credit hours, SUNY General Education category, catalog 
description and prerequisites, student learning outcomes, content outline, grading policy and 
text(s). 



Curriculum Map is a planning tool that departments or programs use to develop visual maps of 
how courses and experiences support student learning outcomes. Mapping identifies courses in 
which there are student learning outcomes and assessment methods defined, and allows 
departments or programs to take appropriate actions to address potential gaps identified.  
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Curriculum Outline is the official course of study leading to an academic degree or certificate 
within the recommended program credit analysis guidelines approved by the Chief Academic 
Officer, and stored in WEAVE document repositories. 



Data Profile is the annual compilation of academic program data, which includes student 
enrollment, retention, completion, job placement and transfer rates, in addition to student 
feedback—and provides baseline data for creating program initiatives and improvements. 



Division Operational Plans are used to coordinate the preparation of more detailed plans at the 
department level, and provide comprehensive guidance or instruction. 



Goals are general statements written in non-specific terms to describe division, department or 
program functions and desired accomplished within each area—sometimes described as "dreams 
with a deadline". 



Master Curriculum Map is a planning tool that identifies curricular alignment with Onondaga's 
institutional learning outcomes. 



Mission statement serves as the foundation for all assessment activity through which a 
division's, department's or program's general purpose is specified within the overall context of 
Onondaga, and identifies how each division, department or program supports the College and its 
mission, vision and goals.  



Objectives are the anticipated or intended results of strategies and action steps designed to 
achieve a particular goal.  Objective statements are specific, measurable and include a target. 



Project Management Framework is designed to support cross-institutional strategic initiatives, 
projects and work groups. This framework will be used to improve consistency, clarity, and 
transparency of all planning and assessment work performed throughout the College. 



Program Mix Administrative Review is an annual review of all academic programs, which uses 
new and returning student enrollment, student interest (admissions), persistence and graduation 
rates, along with competitive analysis, cost information and labor demand data to assist in 
identifying academic programs in need of a comprehensive review. 



Strategy is a plan-of-action designed to achieve a particular goal. 



Student Learning Outcomes are clearly-articulated statements that indicate the knowledge, skills 
or attitudes students have achieved by the end of their college experience through a course, 
program or co-curricular activity. 
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1.1 Aesthetic & Ethical Growth 1.2 Analytical Reasoning & Critical 
Thinking



1.3 Global Awareness 
& Inclusion



1.4 Effective 
Communication



1.5 Technological 
Literacy



1.6 Personal Growth 
& Wellness



Develop an expanded awareness and 
appreciation of the arts and nature; act 
ethically and responsibly in personal 
and professional settings.



Think critically to identify, analyze 
and solve problems in a variety of 
situations and areas of study.



Recognize and respect 
similarities and 
differences among 
global, generational 
and historical 
perspectives.



Speak, read, write 
and listen well.



Use forms of technology 
critically and effectively 
to achieve 
informational, 
educational, personal 
and professional goals.



Maintain and 
improve physical, 
mental and 
emotional well-being.



Academic Program Aligned Outcomes
(WEAVEonline)



Music  
MUS.AAS



Demonstrate proficiency on their 
instrument or voice in the areas of tone-
production, technique and musicality. 



Understand how to recognize, distinguish 
and interpret various musical styles and 
performance practices. 



Analyze musical works and demonstrate 
an understanding of the compositional 
techniques endemic to the style of music 
studied. 



Demonstrate keyboard and aural skills, 
including sight-singing and rhythmic 
reading. 



Analyze musical works and 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
compositional techniques endemic to 
the style of music studied.



N/A Analyze musical 
works and 
demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
compositional 
techniques endemic to 
the style of music 
studied.



Demonstrate 
keyboard and aural 
skills, including sight-
singing and rhythmic 
reading.



Demonstrate keyboard 
and aural skills, including 
sight-singing and 
rhythmic reading.



N/A



Nursing  NUR.AAS N/A Demonstrate ability to use critical 
thinking to assess and analyze 
information resources for clinical 
decision making.



Demonstrate diversity 
awareness by 
understanding the 
uniqueness of each 
individual.



Demonstrate 
communication ability 
by effective, accurate 
and congruent transfer 
of information 
between individuals 
and groups.



Demonstrate use of 
technology by the ability 
to utilize tools to advance 
knowledge and expertise.



N/A



Photography  PHO.AS Show a preliminary working knowledge 
of the history of art. 



Demonstrate the ability to develop 
conceptual thoughts into original visual 
communication.



Show a preliminary 
working knowledge of 
the history of art. 



Employ the use of 
written and spoken 
vocabulary for 
communications. 



Demonstrate an 
appropriate level of 
technical competence in 
the production of his/her 
work.



Demonstrate a 
competence in the 
craftsmanship, execution 
and presentation of his/her 
artwork.



N/A
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OCC Institutional Learning Outcome Alignment
OCC Institutional Learning Outcomes



Student learning is assessed via Onondaga’s Institutional Learning Outcomes.  Six (6) learning outcomes reflect the broadest 
knowledge and skills students should be able to demonstrate as a result of their educational experience.  Individual programs can 
use the College's institutional learning standards to develop more specific program and course-level student learning outcomes.  
Each academic program has developed a curriculum map to showcase and highlight alignment with OCC's Institutional Learning 
Outcomes.
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Student learning is measured by assessing knowledge in outcome areas defined by faculty.  
Examples of direct measures used at Onondaga include rubrics / scoring guides, group critiques, 
internship evaluations, licensure exams, performances, and portfolios.  The specific outcome 
statements and a description of assessment tools are presented / documented for each outcome 
area in WEAVE.  Outcomes are aligned with the College’s Institutional Learning Outcomes.  
Early in the fall semester, faculty members are contacted to confirm participation in the program, 
identifying at least one outcome to be assessed.  Reports and subsequent actions are submitted to 
the Office of Institutional Planning, Assessment and Research at the end of the academic year. 
 
Accreditation 
 
Onondaga currently offers seven nationally-accredited programs (names, agencies and 
accreditation years are listed below). 
 
Program Agency Year 
Early Childhood Education 
Specialization / Human Services 


National Association for the Education of Young 
Children, Early Childhood Association Degree 
Accreditation 


2010 


Electrical Engineering Technology Technology Accreditation Commission of the 
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology 


2008 


Health Information Technology Commission on Accreditation for Health Informatics and 
Information Management Education 


2012 


Nursing  Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing 
(formerly known as National League for Nursing 
Accrediting Commission) 


2008 


Physical Therapist Assistant  Commission on Accreditation in Physical Therapy 
Education, American Physical Therapy Association, 
Department of Accreditation 


2004 


Respiratory Care Commission on Accreditation for Respiratory Care 2010 
Surgical Technology Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education 


Programs 
2012 


 
ACADEMIC PROGRAM ASSESSMENT REPORTS 
 
Architecture and Interior Design Department 
 
The Architecture and Interior Design department offers three A.A.S. programs to students: 
Architectural Technology (ARH); Interior Design (IND); and Apprentice Training - Building 
Trades (ABT).  
 
All full- and part-time faculty members are New York State (NYS) Registered Architects with 
substantial education and experience. Seven adjunct instructors who teach Architecture courses 
are NYS Registered Architects, Engineers or Landscape Architects; two adjuncts who teach 
Interior Design courses are Certified Interior Designers. 
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First implemented in 2008, the department now requires all matriculated students to complete 
first semester Foundation Studio courses. These Foundation courses, along with required second 
semester Architecture courses, are cross-linked with Interior Design courses. This is done to 
supplement Architectural Technology  program enrollment and increase teaching efficiencies 
and economies of Architecture and Interior Design faculty members, who are allied within the 
department and interdependent in the professional world. Standalone capstone courses allow for 
discipline-specific assignments and collaboration between ARH and IND students during group 
projects, thereby simulating symbiotic aspects of working on real-world projects.  
 
Architecture and Interior Design faculty members have worked with the College’s academic 
advising team to implement aspects of the first-year advising process, which complement the 
department’s self-advising model. Students will participate in an advising preparation session 
prior to contact with the department for program-specific advising. Career goals are discussed 
during the department’s new student, small-group advising sessions, and tours of the 
department’s facilities are conducted. The session ends with students individually advised and 
registered for their appropriate first semester courses. Student advising continues during the 
semester with progress reviews at the three-week mark, and referral of students meeting 
established criteria to the Student Services Case Collaboration/We Care program. These advising 
enhancements are designed to increase student awareness of the rigors of the programs and 
profession, and identify students in need of referrals for assistance with personal issues that may 
affect those students’ ability to succeed. 
 
In 2012-2013, the department identified students’ ability to “demonstrate competent manual and 
digital drafting techniques” as a measurable learning outcome to be assessed for both programs. 
Assessment measures, targets, results and ensuing actions include: 
 


● ARH/IND 120 course project: 100% of student residential construction drawing 
submission will achieve a ‘C’ or better. 12 student drawing sets were submitted from two 
ARH 120 course sections; 10 of those 12 achieved a ‘C’ or better (83% success rate). Six 
student drawing sets were submitted from two IND 120 course sections; 4 of those 6 also 
achieved a ‘C’ or better (67% success rate).   In reviewing the "manual and digital 
drafting techniques", the department discussed the desirability of having students able to 
sketch/study/plan construction details manually, whether by use of drafting tools, grid 
paper or other manual freehand means.  Further discussed was whether such an aim can 
be incorporated into the outcome description since there is no manual component to the 
construction drawing set, given that attempts to use a specific sheet (i.e. Foundation 
Plan) as a manual exercise resulted in tracing over a CAD-generated base with little or 
no understanding or use of line-weight, line-type, etc. 
 


● ARH/IND 140 final exam: 100% of students completing exam will earn ‘C’ or better.  21 
out of 23 ARH 140 students achieved a ‘C’ or better (96% success rate); 6 out of 7 IND 
140 students also achieved a ‘C’ or better (85% success rate). 
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In 2013-2014, the ARH program assessed how well students were able to: 
 


● Demonstrate the ability to graphically communicate design ideas and concepts. 100% of 
13 students achieved a ‘C’ or better on the ARH 230 final exam. 
 


● Demonstrate the ability to produce a set of competent construction documents for 
commercial building projects, utilizing digital software to produce written and graphic 
components. 9 out of 10 students achieved a ‘C’ or better on ARH 121 final drawings; 
and 10 out of 11 students achieved a  ‘C’ or better on the ARH 142/143 final exam. 


 
● Understand and apply integrated design and sustainable construction knowledge. 100% 


of 16 students achieved a grade of ‘C’ or better on the ARH 250 final exam. 
 
In 2013-2014, the IND program assessed how well students were able to: 
 


● Understand and apply design process and design principles in order to solve abstract and 
real interior design problems. 6 out of 9 students achieved a ‘C’ or better on IND 215 
final commercial design projects. 


 
● Understand, apply, and orally and graphically present methods and materials of interior 


finishes and furnishings for commercial interior design projects. 8 out of 10 students 
achieved a ‘C’ or better on the IND 246 final exam. 


 
Onondaga’s faculty members approved curricular revisions for the ARH and IND programs in 
December 2012 in order to reduce the number of overall credits required for completion, while 
increasing exposure to sustainability concepts in both programs. Changes implemented at 
discipline and course levels (Social Science requirements were reduced from six to three credits; 
ARH/IND 101 credits were increased from two to three) lowered ARH’s overall credit structure 
from 67 to 65; IND’s overall credits dropped from 66 to 64. These program modifications were 
implemented in support of learning outcomes that ask how well students “understand, apply, and 
orally and graphically present methods and materials of interior finishes and furnishings for 
commercial interior design projects” and OCC’s institutional learning outcomes, as well. 
 
To align with previously-referenced academic program revisions, and to have the course to 
receive Liberal Arts designation, the College’s faculty members approved several ARH/IND 101 
modifications: increase in credit hours from two to three; pre-requisite change from none to 
“ARH/IND major or placement in ENG 103”; elimination of ARH/IND 110 and ARH/IND 170 
co-requisites; and revisions to the course’s student learning outcomes. These changes were 
supported with the following rationale: 
 


● Easier to meet faculty load at three credits. 
● Availability to all OCC students (non-remedial in RDG and ENG) increases exposure of 


department and programs. 
● Potential course for Sustainability Curriculum. 
● Transferability more likely at three credits. 
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● Introduction to sustainability for first semester architecture and interior design students. 
 


Art Department 
 
Onondaga’s Art A.A.S. program provides students with knowledge and skills to obtain 
employment in the fields of graphic, multi-media design or related professions; provides a 
comprehensive foundation program to prepare students for transfer to accredited programs in 
graphic design, education and the fine arts at upper-division institutions; and offers continuing 
education opportunities for students interested in furthering studies in studio arts or keeping 
professionals current and up-to-date in their artistic fields. Since 2007, the Art department has 
steadily revised courses in its curriculum. Pre-requisite changes and catalog descriptions have 
been altered for 27 course offerings within the Art department.   
 
In 2012-2013, the program enhanced its outreach activities and communications between faculty, 
students and staff.  This outcome was assessed through graduate survey results. Survey responses 
from the class of 2013 were excellent.  100% (15/15) of the respondents indicated Art.AAS 
program learning outcomes highly contributed to their knowledge, skills and personal 
development. 
 
After evaluating student success in 2014, particularly with regards to program learning outcomes 
stating “students will be able to demonstrate a competence in the craftsmanship, execution and 
presentation of his/her work” and “students will be able to demonstrate a preliminary working 
knowledge of art history and its social relevance), the department has remained consistent in 
achieving at least an 80% student success rate (students achieving a ‘C’ or above) in relevant 
courses. Though a decent success rate already, recent departmental discussions have included the 
potential of making ART 105 a prerequisite to ART 106; though the material is not necessarily 
progressive, it is chronological and following the sequence may enhance student learning.     
 
Art department faculty members are well-connected; maintaining that high level of connectivity 
and nurturing relationships with other art institutions are vital components to staying current. 
With that in mind, several college-visits are tentatively planned.  In addition, as a result of 
intensive review, in June 2014, the College decided to add Photography as a specialization into 
its Art degree; the latter will be re-classified as an A.S. program, with a focus on preparing 
graduates to transfer to four-year institutions.  
 
In 2013-2014, Photography faculty members taught PHO 100 course sections with 88 students. 
Required for the PHO A.S. program, this course is also a general elective open to everyone. 75% 
of all students (program and non-program) earned a grade of ‘B’ or better in the course. PHO 
260, an upper division course with one section, produced 14 students. Of those 14 students 100% 
earned a grade of ‘A-' or better. This exceeded the target of earning a grade of ‘B’ or better in 
this course. PHO 260 is a major only course with students preparing to graduate and enter the 
field or transfer to a four year institution. 
 
In the meantime, the discipline continues to refine scoring rubrics to better provide students with 
the specific strengths and weaknesses in their work. Course revisions are in place to create clear 
courses objectives that reflect shifts in the industry. Instructors are refining critique methods to 
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include varied techniques including written components that challenge students during the in-
class-critique experience. Upper division courses are including more portfolio-based assignments 
that include resumes, artist statements, electronic portfolios and transfer preparation. 


During the Fall 2012 semester the following actions were put in place to improve student's 
ability to develop conceptual thoughts into original visual communication: 
 


● Revised assessment forms were implemented unilaterally to all courses. The assessment 
forms weighed content development on par with technical skills and presentation. 


● Several instructors introduced lesson activities that provoked content development but 
had no awarded grade. 


● Several instructors revised their assignments to be less general and more specific to 
thought provoking content areas.   


 
Automotive Technology Department 


The Automotive Technology (AUT) A.A.S. program prepares students for careers in the 
automotive industry. All student learning outcomes were assessed during this process; results are 
summarized below.   
 
Outcomes  Measures Targets Results  
 O 1: Demonstrate ability to 
service auto systems. 


ATC 190 - Co-op Journal 100% of ATC 190 students 
will meet/exceed co-op 
journal score expectations: 0= 
not met; 1= approaches; 2= 
meets; 3= exceeds. 


Target met 
Spring, Summer, Fall 2012:  
100% (12) students 
met/exceeded co-op journal 
score expectations. 
 
Spring 2013/2014: 100% (9) 
students met/exceeded co-op 
journal score expectations. 


O 2: Demonstrate familiarity 
with auto service 
publications. 


ATC 190 - Student 
Evaluations (Instructor) 


100% of ATC 190 students 
will meet/exceed instructor 
expectations for co-op work 
experience: 0= not met; 1= 
approaches; 2= meets; 3= 
exceeds. 


Target met 
Spring, Summer, Fall 2012: 
100% (12) students 
met/exceeded instructor's 
expectations. 
 
Spring 2013/2014: 100% (9) 
students met/exceeded co-op 
journal score expectations. 


O 3: Demonstrate familiarity 
with diagnostic service 
procedures. 


ATC 190 - Student 
Evaluations (Supervisor) 


100% of ATC 190 students 
will meet/exceed supervisor 
expectations for co-op work 
experience: 0= not met; 1= 
approaches; 2= meets; 3= 
exceeds. 


Target met 
Spring, Summer, Fall 2012: 
100% (12) students 
met/exceeded supervisor's 
expectations. 
 
Spring 2013/2014: 100%  
(9) students met/exceeded co-
op journal score expectations. 
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Outcomes  Measures Targets Results  
O 4: Demonstrate working 
knowledge of automotive 
safety procedures. 


Overall GPA 100% of students will achieve 
an overall GPA of 2.5. 


Target met 
Spring, Summer, Fall 2012: 
100% (12) of the students 
who completed ATC 190 
achieved an overall GPA of at 
least 2.5.  The average GPA 
of this student cohort was 3.2. 
 
Spring 2013/2014: 100% (9) 
students who completed ATC 
190 achieved an overall GPA 
of at least 2.5. The average 
GPA of this student cohort 
was 3.988. 


O 5: Appropriateness of 
transition to A.O.S. degree 


Feasibility Study Feasibility study complete. Target met 
A.O.S. program created and 
approved by the faculty on 
May 22, 2013. 


 
During the 2012-2013 academic year the program successfully completed their academic 
program review. The external review team identified many strengths of the program, some of 
which included; (1) the faculty’s dedication to their students and the discipline, (2) the on-going 
and highly effective student advisement process the department employs, (3) the internship 
opportunities, and (4) the level of “hands-on” practice students receive. 
 
Based on the recommendations of both the Provost and the external review team, the department 
will look to provide; (1) additional access to electronic cars, and (2) new diagnostic tools for 
Nissan and Ford-manufactured vehicles.  Finally, the existing math requirement, specifically 
MAT 143, was believed to be a barrier to students in successful program completion. The 
content level of MAT 143 (ex. pre-calculus with trigonometry) exceeds the needs of the 
program, employers and transfer institution.   In response, the department revised the automotive 
program curriculum and proposed an A.O.S. degree.  State approvals are pending.  Finally, 
automotive students continue to complete successful co-ops; 100% of all students exceeding 
their supervisors’ performance expectations.   
 
Business Administration Department (Includes Health Information Technology and 
Hospitality Management) 
 
The Business Administration department offers six programs to students.  Three of these 
programs emphasize instruction in Business and Accounting: Accounting A.A.S., Business 
Administration A.S., and Business Technology A.A.S. After 2011-2012’s academic program and 
Program Mix reviews, the department elected to embed a Microsoft Excel requirement into all 
degree programs to meet industry demands. Two new courses were created, BUS 203: Electronic 
Spreadsheets for Business I and BUS 204: Electronic Spreadsheets for Business II. This was 
presented and approved by faculty in April 2013. During the 2012-2013 academic year, the 
department successfully completed the following: 
 


● Added more stringent pre-requisites for BUS 105 (i.e. ENG 103 and MAT 114 plus 
prerequisite or a minimum score of 500 on each SAT section or BUS 104); 
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● Added COM 102 requirement to Accounting and Business Technology AAS degrees;  
● Eliminated the science requirements from the Accounting and Business Technology 


degrees; 
● Eliminated the health requirement from all three programs; 
● Reduced the Economics requirement to one course (either ECO 203 or 204); and  
● Eliminated the CIS 100 requirement. 
 


Assessing student performance on the BUS-105 exam in Spring 2014, 214 out of 357 met or 
exceeded the target grade of 70%.  That worked out to 60% meeting the target, which is below 
the goal of 70% meeting the target.  In 2005, 2007, and 2011, 63%, 68%, and 64% of students 
met the target.  This supports the Department’s plan to incorporate more stringent pre-requisites 
and/or investigate other changes to the Accounting courses.  In addition, 100% of students 
successfully completed the comprehensive project in BUS-117, Integrated Financial Systems.  In 
the future, this course will cover two software packages rather than one.  The Department will 
monitor success rates to measure the impact of this added content. 
 
OCC’s accredited Health Information Technology (HIT) A.A.S. program completed its academic 
program review in December 2013. In preparation for this review, the program completely 
revamped its academic assessment plan, comprised of seven professional practice competencies: 
 


1. Review and verify health records for timeliness, accuracy, appropriateness, and 
completeness of health care documentation. 


2. Apply legal policies, regulations, standards and procedures for the management and 
control of the patient record, and disclosure of protected health information. 


3. Perform work processes that support clinical classification and coding. 
4. Code, abstract, classify and index diagnoses and procedures for the purpose of 


reimbursement, standardization, retrieval and statistical analysis. 
5. Review, abstract, retrieve, and compile health data for reimbursement, quality 


assessment, patient research, clinical registries and other information needs. 
6. Apply management principles and tools used to effectively manage human, financial, IT 


and physical resources. 
7. Apply quality improvement tools and techniques in support of performance improvement 


initiatives. 


These professional practice competencies are embedded in the program’s assessment plan; 
results are summarized below. 
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Outcomes Measures Targets Results  
O 1: Professional practice 
competencies 


Graduate survey 80% or more of the responses 
on the HIM graduate survey 
will show ‘excellent’ to ‘very 
good’ preparation for their 
current position. 


Targets met 
 
2012: 100% (20) respondents 
indicated ‘excellent’ to ‘very 
good’ preparation for their 
current status. 
 
2013: 86% (13/15) respondents 
indicated “excellent” to “very 
Good” preparation for their 
current status. 


Employer survey 80% or more of employers will 
respond ‘excellent’ to 
‘adequate’ competence on the 
employer survey. 


Targets met 
2012:  11/11 (100%) of 
employers responded 
‘excellent’ to ‘adequate’ 
competence on the employer 
survey. 
 
2013:  12/12 (100%) of 
employers responded 
“excellent” to “adequate” 
competence on the employer 
survey. 


Professional Practice 
Experience 


100% of the students will 
demonstrate an 'excellent' to 
'adequate' performance thru the 
professional practice 
experience. 


Targets met 
 
2012:  51/51 (100%) of students 
successfully achieved the 
expected level of performance. 
  
2013:  64/64 (100%) of students 
successfully achieved the 
expected level of performance. 


HIT230 - RHIT Mock Exam  100% of students will achieve a 
'C' or better on RHIT Mock 
Exam. 


Targets not met 
 
2012:  25/26  (96%) met the 
expected level of performance. 
  
2013:  26/31 (84%) met the 
expected level of performance. 


O 2: Graduates will 
successfully pass certification 
exam 


RHIT National Exam 80% of graduates who take the 
certification exam will pass on 
the first writing. 


Targets partially met 
 
2012:  11/16 (69%) of 
graduates who took the 
certification exam passed.  
Relevant course syllabi were 
reviewed and significant 
adjustments were made. Course 
content was expanded and two 
new courses were created. This 
work was reviewed and 
endorsed by the Advisory 
Committee. 
 
2013:  14/16 (88%) of 
graduates who took the 
certification exam passed. 
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Program reviewers identified the following strengths in the program: 
 


● Faculty members are highly credentialed and bring a wealth of “real world” experience to 
the classroom. Additionally, students feel supported by all faculty members.  


● The program has a solid and comprehensive assessment plan and results are used to guide 
curriculum revisions.  


● Courses are offered via all modalities; thereby, increasing student access to the program.  
● Advisory Committee actively contributes to the curriculum based on industry standards.  


Opportunities for improvement include developing consistency as it relates to admission 
requirements, along with the enforcement of pre-requisites and program GPA requirements.  
 
The Hospitality Management (HOS) A.A.S. program provides students with technical 
knowledge, skills and expertise to gain entry-to-mid-level management positions in hospitality or 
related industries, or prepared to continue their education at upper-division institutions or 
accredited advanced culinary arts programs. The Professional Cooking (PFC) certificate prepares 
students for entry-level positions such as: assistant chef, commercial cook and a variety of 
positions in commercial kitchens. 
 
90% of 2014 graduates are employed in the hospitality industry or are continuing their education.  
Students are gaining employment in lower level management or culinary positions consistent 
with their acquired knowledge and skills.  Continuous feedback from members of the Hospitality 
Management Advisory Board has confirmed that the program provides students with the types of 
skills that employers value in an employee. 
 
The program graduated 31 students in Spring 2013 (58% increase).  The increase is attributed to 
increased student retention, which is tied directly to FSA 103, the culinary gateway course. 
For the last three years, the program has been working towards the target of “80% of students 
completing FSA 103 will receive a final course grade of 80% or better.”  In order to improve 
students’ ability to accurately produce a food production plan or prepare food items, faculty 
embedded culinary skills demonstration in videos and online quizzes for each culinary lab as a 
way to reinforce the information and enhance student learning.  This strategy has definitely had a 
positive impact on student performance. Using 50% (Fall 2011) and 47% (Spring 2012) as a 
baseline, improvement over time was noted (55% Fall 2013 and 44% Spring 2014). 
 


Chemistry and Physical Science Department 


In addition to offering a variety of courses in chemistry and physical science disciplines, 
Onondaga's Chemistry and Physical Science department offers two degree program options to 
students: Engineering Science (ENS) A.S. and Environmental Technology (ENV) A.A.S.  The 
ENS program's three student learning outcomes are assessed annually in ENS 208. Student 
performance on the course's final exam is measured according to corresponding rubric items; 
criterion for satisfactory performance is a score of three or better. Faculty members have 
indicated that students tend to show good performance in math, application of the theory and 
problem solving techniques: 90% (26/29) students assessed in 2012-2013 met expectations for 
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satisfactory performance, while 74% (17/23) students assessed in 2013-2014 have done the 
same. Given these results, the department believes that changes to the ENS.A.S. assessment plan 
are not necessary at this time. 
 
For the ENV program, varying methods are used to assess students' proficiency in demonstrating 
the skills documented in the program's six student learning outcomes, with different thresholds 
for satisfactory performance. 
 


● ENV 110 course grade components–notebooks and student/group interactions–are used 
to assess students' ability to collect and assess data and develop effective group-working 
techniques, respectively. For the former, 70% of students are expected to receive a B- or 
better on their notebooks; for the latter, 80% of students are expected to receive two out 
of three points on the group assessment element in the grading rubric.72% (21/29) 
students assessed Fall 2012/Spring 2013 met the target for notebook grades; 60% (18/30) 
students assessed Fall 2013/Spring 2014 have done the same. 86% (25/29) of students 
assessed Fall 2012/Spring 2013 met expectations for group interactions; 83% (25/30) 
students assessed Fall 2013/Spring 2014 have done the same.  
 


● ENV 103 final project grades are used to assess proficiency with basic GIS user skills, 
including ability to acquire raster images for maps; create and edit geographic data on a 
map; collect and process GPS data; and add labels to a map; 70% of students are 
expected to receive a C or better. 81% (17/21) students assessed Fall 2012/Spring 2013 
met the target; 84% (21/25) students assessed in Fall 2013/Spring 2014 have done the 
same. 
 


● ENV 165 course grades are used to assess basic knowledge on workplace safety 
involving HazWoper certification; 80% of students are expected to receive a C+ or better. 
80% (8/10) students assessed in 2012-2013 met the target; 94% (16/17) students assessed 
in 2013-2014 have done the same. 


 
● Geology (GEO) 205 lab reports are used to assess students' ability to analyze scientific 


data and prepare laboratory reports; 70% of students are expected to receive seven out of 
ten (or better) on Falling/Constant Head Permeameter laboratory write-up. 60% (9/15) 
students assessed in 2012-2013 met the target; 77% (10/13) students assessed in 2013-
2014 have done the same. 
 


● ENV 201 internship grades are used to assess satisfactory performance in governmental 
agency, environmental firm, or college research group settings; 80% of students are 
expected to receive a B or better. 71% (5/7) students assessed in 2012-2013 met the 
target; 89% (8/9) students assessed in 2013-2014 have done the same. 


 
● Faculty members plan to continue monitoring ENV 110 students' ability to collect and 


assess data in 2014-2015 to determine if 2013-2014 results represent a statistical outlier. 
Additional initiatives include development of a short questionnaire for ENV 
101/110students, with follow-up monitoring of student outcomes in chemistry, math, and 
retention in the program.   
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Computer Studies Department 
 
This department offers four programs offered to students: Computer Forensic Science (CFS) 
A.S., Computer Information Systems (CIS) A.A.S., Computer Science (CSC) A.S. and Web 
Technology (WEB) certificate. Eight full-time faculty members currently teach program courses. 
 
Implemented in Fall 2011, the CFS program welcomed seven students in its first cohort.  
In 2012, the program identified the need to increase enrollments by striving to achieve 17 
enrollments by Fall 2013. They are making great progress towards goal attainment as 15 students 
were enrolled in Spring 2014 with 92% of the students retained from Fall 2011. 
 
The department has been working on improving the consistency of collecting, reporting, and 
reviewing performance data from its courses.  Revised in March 2014, the new CIS program 
assessment plan includes measures that are benchmarks for success; results are summarized 
below. 
 
Outcomes Measures Targets Results  
O 1: Demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
components of a computer 
information system 


Measure 1: CIS 125 - 
performance exam 


80% of students majoring in 
CIS who complete CIS 125 
will score at least 75% on the 
performance exam 


Target met 
2013-14: 81% (107 / 131) of 
students scored 75% or better 
on final exam. Note: Spring 
semester was better than fall 


O 2: Demonstrate a deeper 
knowledge of at least one 
area of computing, such as 
programming, networking, 
technical support or web tech 


Measure 2: CIS 231 - final 
web site project 


80% of CIS Web Technology 
majors who complete the 
final Web Site project will 
score at least 75% on the 
Project 


Target met 
2013-14: 85% (12 / 14) Web 
Tech students scored 75% or 
higher on the final project. 
(Note: this course is required 
for all specializations. The 
number of students who took 
the course was much higher, 
but only 14 were part of this 
population 


O 2: Demonstrate a deeper 
knowledge of at least one 
area of computing, such as 
programming, networking, 
technical support or web tech 


Measure 3: Cisco CCNA 4 
exam 


80% of CIS Networking 
majors who take the CCNA 4 
exam will score at least 75% 
on the exam 


Target met 
2013-14: 100% (6 / 6) 
networking students scored 
75% or higher. (Note: all 
students scored 80% or 
higher and class average 
score was 91% for this exam) 


O 2: Demonstrate a deeper 
knowledge of at least one 
area of computing, such as 
programming, networking, 
technical support or web tech 


Measure 4: CIS 291/292 - 
tech support practicum grade 


80% of CIS Tech Support 
students who complete the 
CIS 292 practicum will earn 
at least a 75% Practicum 
Grade 


Target met 
2013-14: 95% (20 / 21) Tech 
Support students scored 75% 
or higher. (Note: average for 
both semesters was 90%) 


O 2: Demonstrate a deeper 
knowledge of at least one 
area of computing, such as 
programming, networking, 
technical support or web tech 


Measure 5: CSC 112 - 
programming projects 


80% of CIS programming 
option students that complete 
CSC 112 students will earn 
75% on average of all 
programming assignments in 
CSC 112. 


Target met 
2013-14: 75% (3/4) students 
scored an average of 75 or 
higher. (Note: the small 
number of students in the 
programming specialization 
affects the results. The 4th 
student scored a 71%) (Note 
2: The measure will be 
revisited to standardize across 
all sections) 
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Outcomes Measures Targets Results  
O 3: Demonstrate critical 
thinking in the understanding, 
evaluation and application of 
technology solutions 


Measure 6: CIS 286 - written 
research project 


80% students who participate 
in the final project 
presentation will earn at least 
a 75% on the final Research 
Project Paper (in CIS 286) 


Target met 
2013-14: 100% (8) students 
scored 75% or higher on the 
final report. (Note: only 1 
section of this course reported 
their numbers) 


O 4: Articulate ethical and 
professional standards as they 
apply to the use of computer 
systems and computer based 
data. 


Measure 7: CIS 125 - ethics 
report 


80% of students majoring in 
CIS will score an 75 or better 
on the ethics assignment (in 
CIS 125) 


Target not met 
2013-14: 71% (94 / 131) 
scored 75% or higher. 
(NOTE: we are examining 
the assignment and the 
rubric) 


 
In 2011, the CSC program completed a comprehensive review, which caused the Computer 
Studies department to analyze the completion rates of students and the barriers to completion.  
As a result of that review, the following changes were made to the program: 
 


● Curriculum and program electives were added to replace specific required courses, 
allowing more flexibility in scheduling for the student and for the department.  
Furthermore, these electives allowed students the ability to choose courses that will 
transfer to their desired four-year institution. Pre-requisites were adjusted to remove a 
mandatory four-semester sequence.  This enabled students who transfer credits into the 
program to complete their degree within a shorter time frame. 


 
● In the Fall of 2013, the program was launched in on-line format. Enrollment numbers 


supported the addition of offering both required and elective courses on-line.  It is hoped 
that future statistics will show growth in the program as a result. To date, the department 
is pleased with student performance in CSC 211- the last course in the CSC core 
sequence.  Since the outcome in part measures advanced topics learned in the sequence of 
courses, it is felt the sequence effectively prepares students. 


 
● In 2014, the program was modified to support SUNY’s Seamless Transfer initiative.  


Once again prerequisites were clarified, as were Liberal Arts, Social Science and 
Humanities requirements.  In keeping the Computer Science curriculum current with 
technology, a new course was developed in mobile application development, which will 
apply as a programming elective. 


 
● Finally, the department nominated the CSC program to be included in the Open SUNY 


initiative.  This is a partnership between campuses and SUNY to offer on-line enabled 
programs.  Open SUNY will provide a broader reach in terms of marketing opportunities.  
Hopefully this will, in turn, assist in increasing the program enrollments, attract a more 
diverse student population, and help the long-term stability and sustainability of the 
Computer Studies department. 
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 In 2011, the courses that made up the Web technology specialization of the CIS A.A.S. degree 
were reviewed by program faculty.  The objectives of CIS program were re-aligned within each 
of the courses.  One result was a far more comprehensive and organized Web technology 
specialization.  Since the WEB certificate aligns with the CIS Web Technology specialization, 
this certificate program’s curriculum was modified based on the changes to courses in the CIS 
program.  In 2013, the program was again revised to reflect the course changes that resulted from 
the CIS program change.  The list of electives for the program was updated and the credits were 
adjusted. 
 
Criminal Justice Department 
 
Onondaga’s Criminal Justice (CRJ) A.A.S./A.S. programs facilitate students' acquisition and 
integration of knowledge, abilities, and ethical decision-making within the context of the CRJ 
curriculum. Faculty members compiled and reviewed student performance data in preparation for 
academic program review (completed in December 2013). Results are summarized below. 
 
Outcomes  Measures Targets Results 
O 1: Demonstrate 
knowledge of core 
content areas within 
the field 


Graduate survey responses 80% of graduates will 
report that the Criminal 
Justice program 
contributed 'a great deal' 
to their knowledge of 
core content areas 


Target met 
2012-13: 93.8% (15) graduates indicated the 
Criminal Justice program contributed to their 
knowledge of core content areas. 


CRJ 101 - Final 
examination 


80% of CRJ students will 
meet or exceed the grade 
of "C” on a final exam. 


Target met 
2012-13: Data from 4 sections of CRJ 101 taught 
during Fall 2012 indicate that 87% (52/60) of those 
students who took a comprehensive final exam 
scored 75% (C) or above. 
 
Upon closer examination of the data provided in 
the CRJ101 final exam, was a challenge to 
determine strengths and weakness in each 
competency category and where there are 
opportunities to inform and improve the Criminal 
Justice program. 


O 2: Demonstrate 
critical-thinking skills 
by evaluating and 
synthesizing primary 
theories and concepts 
underlying crim. 
justice field 


Writing assignment 80% of CRJ students will 
meet or exceed the grade 
of "C" on a writing 
assignment. 


Target met 
2012-13: 80% of CRJ students earned a grade of 
"C" or higher in CRJ 220. 


Graduate survey responses 80% of graduates will 
report that the Criminal 
Justice program 
contributed 'a great deal' 
to their knowledge of 
core content areas 


Target met 
2012-13: 93.8% (15) graduates indicated the 
Criminal Justice program contributed to their 
competence in demonstrating critical thinking 
skills. 


O 3: Articulate ethical 
issues and describe 
appropriate responses 
for practitioners or 
criminal justicians in a 
diverse society 


Graduate survey responses 80% of graduates will 
report that the Criminal 
Justice program 
contributed 'a great deal' 
to their knowledge of 
core content areas 


Target met 
2012-13: 93.8% (15) graduates indicated the 
Criminal Justice program contributed to their 
ability to perceive and articulate ethical issues. 
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Outcomes  Measures Targets Results 
Criminal Justice ethical 
issues essay  


80% of CRJ students will 
meet or exceed the 
standard grade of "C" on 
a reflective essay. 


Target met 
2012-13: 80% of CRJ students earned a grade of 
"C" or better in CRJ 226. 


O 4: Demonstrate 
information literacy by 
preparing research 
reports using electronic 
databases and online 
academic sources 


Graduate survey responses 80% of graduates will 
report that the Criminal 
Justice program 
contributed 'a great deal' 
to their knowledge of 
core content areas. 


Target met 
2012-13: 100% (16) of graduates indicated the 
Criminal Justice program contributed to their 
ability to demonstrate technology and computing 
skills. 


Writing assignment  80% of CRJ students will 
meet or exceed the grade 
of "C" on a writing 
assignment. 


Not reported this cycle 
2012-13: Department will collaborate with College 
Librarian to assess student achievement of the 
learning outcome beginning Fall 2013. 


 
Notwithstanding a strong reputation in the community and close ties with four-year institutions 
making transfer “seamless” for students, external reviewers identified the following 
opportunities for improvement: 
 
 Review the CRJ program’s assessment plan - with close attention to benchmarks and 


consistency of tools used to assess student learning outcomes. Embed pre and post 
questions in the core course exams.  


 Institute policy that all core courses will be taught from department selected texts 
facilitate greater standardization between sections and instructors.  


 Develop a list of department approved supplemental sources that instructors may use in 
CRJ 220 and CRJ 226 to facilitate greater standardization between sections and 
instructors.  


 Hire two additional full-time faculty over the next 3-5 years.  


 Continue reviewing the program’s courses and curriculum and “step back” from 
implementing ACJS standards.  


 Revitalize program’s Advisory Board.  
 
Faculty members initiated a discussion as it relates to curriculum revisions, consistency of 
textbooks and instructional supplements used in the core courses, and a comprehensive review of 
the program’s assessment plan.  In addition, the department has increased its service and 
connection to other areas of the College.  Steps have already been taken to work closely with the 
Police Academy in order to streamline information and services to students.  A 30-credit Police 
Science Certificate program is planned for students whose interest is focused on law 
enforcement.  The certificate will be designed as a stackable credential in the event the student 
wishes to eventually complete the two-year degree. 
 
The department remains committed to improving retention rates.   Information literacy modules, 
developed in collaboration with the College library staff, and a standardized research assignment 
on the death penalty along with the use of a grading rubric by all CRJ 101 instructors have been 
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developed and implemented. Finally, the College is de-activating the Criminal Justice A.A.S. 
program, citing inefficiencies associated with the curriculum. 
 
Electronic Media Communications Department 
 
Electronic Media Communications (EMC) A.A.S. program prepares students for a professional 
career or future baccalaureate studies. Current assessments of the program’s learning outcomes 
have resulted in further discussion about measurement practices.  For example, the current 
measure for assessing the student’s ability to “demonstrate knowledge of the historical, legal, 
and ethical aspects of media creative/business practices is each student will earn a C (74%) or 
better on every exam.”  This is not a fair or accurate way of assessing this outcome.  Every exam 
includes questions regarding every aspect of this learning outcome.  Therefore, faculty changed 
the measure to an average of a C (74%) or better on all exams.  In the case of the student’s ability 
to “demonstrate oral and written communication, critical thinking, visual and aural literacy, and 
ability to meet deadlines,” and “demonstrate technical proficiency and problem solving skills in 
the audio and video production environment” – changes will be made to the interim and final 
deadlines for earlier projects thus giving more time for the students to focus on the final project.   
Data analysis is in progress.   
 
Every year the Advisory Committee meets to review and discuss the EMC curriculum to ensure 
graduates are meeting the employer’s needs for an entry level position.  Faculty continually 
revises and refines curriculum, courses, assignments, equipment, and facilities.  As of the last 
advisory meeting the department is working to complete the transition of its facility to high 
definition video production, and has applied for a Perkins grant to continue the facility upgrade.  
The department has initiated work on reviewing the curriculum to include common instruction 
and skill building across all EMC specializations.  The industry is moving toward employees 
having a broad range of skills rather than specialization.  In response, work on reducing the EMC 
specializations from three to one is underway.  The department also plans to increase the number 
of EMC electives to provide the student with a broader range of courses.   
 
Electronic Technology Department 
 
This department offers four A.A.S. degrees and one certificate: Electrical Engineering 
Technology (ELT) , Line Mechanic/Utility Worker (LMU), Nuclear Engineering Technology 
(NET), Telecommunications Technology (TTN), and Apprentice Studies-Electrical Trades 
(ASE). 
 
The ELT program provides students with knowledge and skills to obtain entry-level employment 
in the electrical and related fields; transfer into electrical or related majors at upper-division 
schools; and offers continuing education for people desiring individual courses for their personal 
needs. In 2012-2013, faculty members examined 5 of the 6 outcomes identified in their 
assessment plan. Results are summarized below. 
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Outcomes   Measures Targets Results  
O 1: Demonstrate ability to 
analyze circuit diagrams and 
systems 


Graduate survey 80% of students agree or 
strongly agree with the 
statement Onondaga 
Community College prepared 
me to "demonstrate the ability 
to analyze electronic circuit 
diagrams and systems" 


Target met 
2011: 100% (8) survey 
respondents agreed or 
strongly agreed with the 
statement. 


ELT 161 final exam 75% of students will achieve 
a 70% or better. 


Target not met 
2012-13: 30% (9/30) students 
received a 70% or better. 


O 2: Demonstrate ability to 
construct/analyze electrical 
circuits 


ELT 161 lab competencies 80% of students will achieve 
an 80% or better. 


Target met 
2012-13: 93% (28/30) 
students achieved an 80% or 
better. 


Graduate survey 80% of students agree or 
strongly agree with the 
statement Onondaga 
Community College prepared 
me to, "construct/analyze 
electrical circuits." 


Target met 
2011: 100% (8) survey 
respondents agreed or 
strongly agreed with the 
statement. 


O 3: Demonstrate ability to 
design electrical 
circuits/systems  


Graduate survey 80% of students agree or 
strongly agree with the 
statement Onondaga 
Community College prepared 
me to, "design electrical 
circuits/systems." 


Target met 
2011: 100% (8) survey 
respondents agreed or 
strongly agreed with the 
statement. 


O 4: Demonstrate CAD 
ability - electrical 
circuit/system design 


Graduate survey 80% of students agree or 
strongly agree with the 
statement Onondaga 
Community College prepared 
me to, "demonstrate CAD 
ability - construct/analyze 
electrical circuits." 


Target met 
2011: 100% (8) survey 
respondents agreed or 
strongly agreed with the 
statement. 


O 5: Demonstrate ability to 
create supporting lab 
documentation 


Graduate survey 80% of students agree or 
strongly agree with the 
statement Onondaga 
Community College prepared 
me to, "create supporting lab 
documentation." 


Target met 
2011: 100% (8) survey 
respondents agreed or 
strongly agreed with the 
statement. 


CMT 171 mini project 75% of students will achieve 
a 70% or better. 


Target met 
2012-13: 100% (17) students 
achieved a 70% or better. 


 
As noted above, on the ELT 161 final exam, students were not meeting the department’s 
identified target. The department developed more online content in order to assist students with 
final exam preparation.  Implemented in 2013-2014, 100% (13) students assessed in Spring 2014 
met expectations for a satisfactory performance.  In addition, 100% of the graduates strongly 
agreed that they acquired the knowledge and skills associated with the program. 
 
The Line Mechanic / Utility worker (LMU) certificate focuses on preparing a student for a career 
in the electric utility industry. The program’s learning outcomes were closely examined by 
faculty members in 2012-2013; assessment results are summarized below. 
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Outcomes Measures Targets Results  
O 1: Perform electric 
construction and maintenance 
in an elevated position for 
overhead electric power 
distribution systems. 


ELT 101 or ELT 201 lab 
projects 


75% of students will achieve 
a 70% or better. 


Not reported this cycle 
2012-13: The department will 
be re-examining outcome 1 
and submitting changes to 
curriculum committee during 
the 2013-14 academic year. 


O 2: Work in a safe manner 
and follow OSHA 
requirements. 


ELT 161 lab competencies 80% of students will achieve 
an 80% or better. 


Target met 
2012-13: 93% (28/30) 
students achieved an 80% or 
better. 


O 3: Identify, analyze, 
troubleshoot, and repair 
electrical equipment used in 
the power distribution 
system. 


ELT 285 lab projects 75% of students will achieve 
a 70% or better. 


Not reported this cycle:  
2012-13: The department will 
be re-examining objective 3 
and submitting changes to 
curriculum committee during 
the 2013-14 academic year. 


O 4: Accurately interpret 
schematic diagrams. 


Final course grade in either 
ELT 171/141/161/285 


75% of students will achieve 
a 70% or better. 


Target met 
2012-13: 100% (30) ELT 161 
students achieved a 70% or 
better. 


O 5: Describe how electricity 
is generated from alternative 
energy sources, and 
transmitted and distributed to 
users 


Graduate survey 80% of students agree or 
strongly agree with the 
statement "Onondaga 
Community College prepared 
me to describe how electricity 
is generated from alternative 
energy sources, and 
transmitted and distributed to 
users." 


Target met 
2012-13: 100% (3) graduate 
respondents indicated they 
agreed or strongly agreed 
with the statement. 


 
In Spring 2014, assessment efforts first focused on determining whether a real need existed for 
continuation of LMU type training. Consequently, activities primarily centered on (1) the overall 
industry labor needs and (2) feedback from two prominent local employers of ELT/LMU 
students.  The conclusion of this intensive gap analysis was that the LMU certificate when (and 
only when) combined with an associate degree in an area such as the A.A.S. ELT degree – 
prepares and qualifies students for entry into an occupational areas that is poised for job growth 
over the upcoming decade. 
 
As a result, faculty are collaborating with Business Management and Computer Studies. Both 
departments appear interested in the possible formation of a new “project management” 200 
level “interdisciplinary” course. This course could be a “career” based elective course that ELT 
students seeking an A.A.S. could take during their sophomore year. While it is still early in the 
discussion process, this course will likely focus on two main areas: (1) how successful “high 
performance” project teams work and (2) what constitutes good project management processes 
(as established by the Project Management Institute, or PMI). The target debut semester for such 
a course is during Fall 2015.  
 
The department is also planning to establish another course for the LMU Certificate that focuses 
on wood pole climbing for electric power utility workers. The cost to start up a wood pole 
climbing course will require an investment of $20-30,000 by both National Grid and Onondaga 
Community College. This is the anticipated costs of purchasing climbing and safety equipment. 
As a result, the introduction of such a course is targeted for summer 2015. Both proposed courses 
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will need to undergo detailed interdepartmental and curriculum reviews and approvals before 
offered at OCC. In addition, the course would likely be taught offsite – this necessitates an 
offsite agreement be in place. 
 
The NET program provides students with the required nuclear industry knowledge and skills to 
be able to secure an entry-level position as an Instrument and Control Technician in a nuclear 
power plant. The program is based on the Uniform Curriculum Guide of the Nuclear Power Plant 
Technicians, as developed by the Nuclear Energy Institute.  The program began enrolling 
students in Fall 2013.  To date, students have met or exceeded academic performance 
expectations. 
 
The TTN program was discontinued in 2011-2012, and has stopped enrolling students. However, 
faculty members continue to assess all student learning outcomes – and students continue to meet 
or exceed all performance expectations.  As indicated by the Program’s Coordinator, “the quality 
of students is stunning and appears to set a level of challenge within each class and even among 
successive classes.” 
 
 
English, Reading and Communications Department 
 
The Liberal Arts & Sciences – Humanities & Social Sciences (HMT) A.A. program offers 
students a broad-based education and fundamental inquiry skills for life-long learning. Graduates 
will be prepared to transfer into four year programs at other institutions, including the 
completion of 7 out of 10 SUNY General Education requirements. 
 
Student performance in ENG 104 was assessed for 2012-2013.  45 papers (5.5% of overall 
possible students) were collected for the “Make and defend judgments about literature.”  Results: 
 


● 44% (20/45) were able to identify literary concepts and cite examples of these concepts in 
the literature (knowledge base and application). 


 
● 35% (16/45) were able to articulate a position which demonstrates insight into the text 


(inference and evaluation). 
● 37% (17/45) were able to adhere to the conventions of standard written English and 


relevant documentation styles (mechanics). 
 
Generally speaking, a student in a 104 class does more or less, learn how to apply certain literary 
concepts to literature.  Where they fall short is in their ability to say something insightful or even 
interesting about it as well as their technical presentation of their ideas.  This is to be expected in 
that it is much harder to teach insight, but the potential link to revision that is or is not being 
taught in ENG 103 has been discussed in the English department.  Faculty have instituted peer 
mentoring, teacher preparation and ongoing professional development for all new fulltime and 
adjunct faculty to enhance the teaching and learning process. 
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Student performance in the Social Sciences was assessed in 2013-2014: 
 


 Understanding of the methods social scientists use to explore social phenomena, 
including observation, hypothesis development, measurement and data collection, 
experimentation, evaluation of evidence, and employment of mathematical and 
interpretive analysis, and 74% (1844 / 2459) of students met the target. 
 


 Knowledge of major concepts, models and issues of at least one discipline in the 
social sciences.  73.9% (1729 / 2337) of students met the target. 


 
The target was partially met, given the variety of targets in place.  The matter was assigned to the 
Learning Outcomes Assessment Committee to thoughtfully review and make recommendations.  
In 2013-2014, curriculum alignment with the SUNY General Education and SUNY Seamless 
Transfer Pathways was assessed, including ‘Basic Communications’ and pathway course 
electives.  A committee was formed with representatives from each affected department to 
discuss the current requirements and relative merits of keeping or deleting those requirements, 
and any addition to the program.  This committee continues to meet and plans to propose 
curriculum changes, effective Fall 2015.  
 
The Professional Communication (PCM) A.A.S. program provides students with the skills 
necessary to communicate effectively in interpersonal, group, and public settings within a 
professional context. Development of these skills will provide students with the advantages 
necessary to compete in a modern job market. 
 
Communication discipline faculty members, in collaboration with two Assessment Fellows, 
worked to 1) improve assessment reporting numbers from both full-time and adjunct faculty 
members; and 2) discuss (with full- and part-time faculty) why some students do not give the 
persuasive speech at all. The team received a fantastic response to the call for assessment 
materials, and compliance was much higher in 2013-2014. Results are summarized below. 
 
Outcomes  Measures Targets Results  
O 1: Demonstrate effective oral and 
written skills 


COM 210 persuasive speech 
assignment  
 


75% of students will 
receive a 70 or above 


Target met 
2013-14: 94% (196 /209) 
of students who gave a 
final speech received a 70 
or above. 
 
82 % (196/240) of all 
students registered 
received a 70 or above on 
their final speech 


O 2: Demonstrate an understanding 
of how interpersonal 
communication affects personal 
and professional relationships 


COM 220 capstone quiz 
 


75% of students will 
receive a 70 or above 


Target met 
2013-14: 91%  (88/137) 
received a 70 or above on 
Capstone Quiz 
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Outcomes  Measures Targets Results  
O 3: Demonstrate critical thinking 
skills as they are applied in public 
speaking and business venues 


Critique of a persuasive speech  
 


75% of students will 
receive a 70 or above 


Target met 
2013-14: 88% (120/137) 
of students who evaluated 
the “Phil Davison” speech 
received a 70 or above 
 


O 4: Demonstrate an understanding 
of diversity/global awareness in 
communication situations 


COM 282 final project 
 


75% of students will 
receive a 70 or above 


Target met 
2013-14: 91 % received a 
70 or above on their final 
project 


 
Despite these efforts, there seemed to be no change in results, some students are still not 
completing COM 210.  Faculty will continue to address these issues in the coming year.  
Attendance, administrative policies, and barriers to completion will be discussed.  
 
General Studies Department 
 
The Liberal Arts & Sciences – General Studies (GEN) A.A. program provides students with a 
complete General Education foundation, including 7 out of 10 SUNY Gen. Ed. requirements, so 
that they may transfer to four-year programs at other institutions. 
 
In 2012-2013, the department identified the need to re-organize/redesign the program’s 
curriculum.  Changes were made to allow students to complete all of SUNY’s Gen. Ed. 
requirements and provide flexibility for Seamless Transfer pathways, which allow students to 
transfer to any SUNY four-year institution.  These changes are implemented in Fall 2014, and 
GEN will be the most flexible program for students who wish to transfer to any college, and will 
offer courses to aid students who are uncertain of their career goals.  
 
The emphasis this year was on piloting and reporting results of GEN 152  Human Adjustment for 
SUNY General Education Social Sciences.  The results of students’ understanding of research 
methods was 160/207, 74%, received 70 or better on the methods test.  On the theory and 
concepts test, 112 out of 218, 51%, received a 70% or higher.  The theory test will be revised to 
reflect the applied nature of the material and course. All adjuncts will be reinforcing these 
concepts more clearly as familiarity of the assessment increases. 
 
 
Health Physical Education and Recreation Department 
 
Onondaga’s Physical Education and Exercise Science Studies (EXR) A.S. program prepares 
graduates for transfer to four-year institutions offering degrees in physical education, exercise 
science, or related fields. The current assessment plan and results are summarized below. 
 
Outcomes  Measures Targets Results 
O 1: Demonstrate physical 
education core competencies 


Exam 75% of students will get a 'C' 
or better. 


Not reported this cycle 
Data collection will take place 
in Fall 2013 from at least one 
section of PED 101/EXR 180. 
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Outcomes  Measures Targets Results 
O 2: Articulate career choices Career research paper 75% of students will get a 'C' 


or better. 
Target met 
2012-13: 96% (48/50) achieved 
a 'C' or better. 


O 3: Communicate professional 
knowledge within physical 
education 


Exam 75% of students will get a 'C' 
or better. 


Target not met 
Spring 2013: 29% (5/17) 
students achieved a 'C' or better 
on first and second  mid-terms, 
and 60% (9/15) achieved a 'C' 
or better on the final exam. 


Research paper 75% of students will get a 'C' 
or better. 


Target met 
Spring 2013: 94% (16/17) 
students achieved a 'C' or 
better. 


O 4: Conduct basic fitness and 
wellness assessments. 


Practical exam 75% of students will get a 'C' 
or better. 


Not reported this cycle 
This will be added to the 
course as a practical exam as 
part of the requirements (part 
of the syllabus) starting Fall 
2013 - data is expected at the 
end of Fall 2013. 


 
 
Findings were reviewed and the department implemented the following actions in 2014: 
 


● Created more “hands-on” learning opportunities   
● Placed emphasis on the learning outcomes of the course (PED101/EXR180) as it relates 


to what students need to be able to do as a result of the course  
● Incorporated class time for group study work, allowing for the discussion of concepts and 


crafting answers in review of questions from the text.  
 
In Fall 2013, the program measured students’ ability to “Demonstrate competency in skills and 
knowledge within the physical education core courses” 66% of students performed at the 
criterion or above. Although the target of 75% was not met, there was approximately a 40% 
increase compared to the last report. In Spring 2014, 83% of students met the criterion. The 20% 
increase in the number of students meeting the criterion from fall to spring parallels a more 
consistent use of active teaching strategies in the classroom. Subsequent assessment will show 
whether the criterion can consistently be met. Learning opportunities will continue to emphasize 
active learning. Furthermore, collaborative learning will underscore the pedagogy. 
 
 
Human Services and Teacher Education Department 
 
 
This department houses four associate degree and two certificate programs: Alcohol and 
Substance Abuse Counseling A.A.S.(new for Fall 2014); Early Child Care Certificate; Human 
Services A.S. and Certificate (the latter was implemented Fall 2011); Liberal Arts and Sciences 
A.A.: Adolescence Education; and Liberal Arts and Sciences A.A.: Childhood Education. Three 
specializations exist within the Human Services A.S. degree: Early Childhood Education, 
Inclusive Special Education, and Social Work. 
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A comprehensive review of the Human Services degree and Early Child Care certificate 
programs was conducted in May 2014. Principal findings are summarized below: 
 


● The National Association of Education of Young Children’s (NAEYC) accreditation of 
the Early Child Care program is indicative of the high quality of this program.  


● The Children’s Learning Center at OCC, also accredited by the NAEYC, serves as a 
learning laboratory for students.  


● The Alcohol and Substance Abuse Program Coordinator’s affiliation with New York 
State’s Office of Alcohol and Substance Abuse Services (OASAS) also ensures that this 
program will be current with standards and credentials for that program.  


● All four specializations (Alcohol and Substance Abuse; Social Work; Inclusive Special 
Education; and Early Childhood Education) include at least one internship that provides 
students with “real world” experiences. 
 


● Through post-graduate survey and focus groups responses, students believe the faculty 
have made their educational experiences positive and meaningful. Students believe they 
are ready to enter the workforce.  


● The Advisory Board serves as an integral part of the planning process for the department 
as well as a barometer in terms of where our programs fit in the community. The advisory 
board includes three groups, Alcohol Substance Abuse Counseling, Early Childhood and 
Social Work. 


● Assessment findings are used to improve student learning and success.   Assignments and 
grading rubrics have been revised to align with NAEYC accreditation standards and 
program expectations.   


 
The Philosophy of Teaching assignment was the key learning outcomes assessment completed in 
Spring 2014. The goal of the Philosophy of Teaching assignment is to develop, refine and clearly 
articulate a personal philosophy of teaching. The Philosophy of Teaching is first presented in 
EDU 180 Early Childhood Education: An Introduction. Here, students begin to develop their 
ideas about how children learn best, the importance of knowing about and understanding 
children’s and family diversity, the basics of curriculum that contribute to children’s social, 
emotional, intellectual and physical development, and qualities of excellent teachers.  These 
attributes are tied back to NAEYC Standards. Students write an outline of their initial ideas about 
their Philosophy of Teaching in EDU 180. The Philosophy of Teaching is then revisited in EDU 
184 Early Childhood Fieldwork and Seminar I. As a culminating assignment in this field course, 
students review their outline written in EDU 180, reevaluate and update their thoughts, and write 
the Philosophy of Teaching paper. 
 
Based on a rubric using 2003 NAEYC standards, student performance data was gathered from 
two sections of EDU 184 Early Childhood Fieldwork and Seminar I assessed each semester (one 
online and one on campus). Summary of student performance:  
 


● Spring 2013: 57% (19) students earned a ‘C’ or better; and 
● Fall 2013: 69% (21) students earned a ‘C’ or better. 
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Overall, student performance was favorable for standards targeted in this assessment; however, 
performances on three of the NAEYC standards and on supportive skills were not favorable. 
Revisions were made to the assignment instructions and the grading rubric to address these areas. 


A new program proposal for an Early Childhood Education A.A.S. degree was submitted to the 
State University of New York and the New York State Department of Education.   The program 
content includes an additional 6 credits of early childhood course work, including a second field 
placement and one EDU elective. The remaining components are the same as the accredited 
program, Human Services A.S. – Early Childhood Education Specialization. The new program 
was proposed because it is currently impossible to obtain accurate enrollment data for the Early 
Childhood Education Specialization since students enroll in the Human Services A.S. and there 
is no mechanism for declaring a specialization. Adding an additional field placement will offer 
more opportunities to meet NAEYC Standard 7 (Early Childhood Field Experiences). Once 
approved, students who are interested in Early Childhood Education will be admitted directly 
into the ECE A.A.S. program. This will provide more accurate enrollment data, improved 
advisement, and increased fieldwork opportunities. 


Department faculty members also participated in discussions for the Social Work and Early 
Childhood SUNY transfer initiatives in early 2014.  The new transfer paths were approved; the 
department will review and revise programs as appropriate. 


Two Liberal Arts & Sciences  programs in Adolescence Education (EDA) and Childhood 
Education (EDC) introduce students to the teaching profession through theory and 
professional/pedagogical courses.  The EDA program assessed students’ ability to “Demonstrate 
a knowledge base of theory specific to adolescence (7-12th grade) education”. In Fall 2013, 88% 
(8 students in one section) earned a ‘C’ or better on PSY 207 exams; 91% (11 students in one 
section) earned a ‘C’ or better in Spring 2014.  The department is satisfied that this learning 
outcome is being met and the measure is appropriate. The EDC program assessed students’ 
ability to “Demonstrate a knowledge base of theory specific to childhood (1st-6th grade) 
education” throughout the 2013-2014 academic year. 94% (57 students across four sections - two 
face-to-face/two online) earned a ‘C’ or better on the same EDU 182 multiple choice final exam. 
Results were favorable, and there was consistency among face to face and online students. 


The Human Services and Teacher Education department chair participated in the online SUNY 
Transfer Path discussions for Adolescence and Childhood Education. No substantive changes 
were recommended for the EDA program, as it is aligned with the SUNY Transfer Path 
website’s professional preparation section, and enables students to choose appropriate 
concentrations for their respective transfer institutions. COM 100 or COM 210 were added to 
fulfill SUNY’s Basic Communication Gen. Ed. requirement.  For EDC, one outcome of the 
discussion focused on the group’s recommendation to assure that Early Childhood and 
Childhood Education are listed as separate disciplines on the SUNY site. Recommended 
Childhood and Early Childhood Education introductory course descriptions are posted; 
Education faculty members will review course descriptions for EDU 275 Cultural Foundations of 
Education and EDU 180 Early Childhood Education: An Introduction. Descriptions will be 
revised to align with the Transfer Path descriptions if necessary; subsequent revisions will be 
sent to the Curriculum Committee in Fall 2014. 
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Finally, EDA and EDC both completed academic program review in Spring 2013.  As a result, 
each program will look to: (1) add an Early Childhood Special Education course to curriculum to 
assist students in meeting the new certification requirements; (2) consider exploring articulation 
agreements with four-year institutions outside the SUNY system (Syracuse University,  
Le Moyne College); (3) conduct job analysis of the current Technical Assistant’s role and 
responsibilities; and (4) continue to pursue flexibility in the science courses offered for students 
in the education programs (Note:  As a result of a discussion with the Physical Science 
Department, the course prerequisite for SCI 112 will include high school Chemistry; SCI 111 
will be removed as the prerequisite). 
 
Math and Science Departments 
 
Liberal Arts & Sciences – Mathematics and Sciences (MTS) A.A. and A.S. programs provide 
students with a foundation for mathematical thinking, data analysis, critical thinking, and 
scientific inquiry and evaluation. In Spring 2013, the A.S. program identified the need for 
students to demonstrate their performance on second-semester laboratory work in a specific 
discipline. This learning outcome was assessed through laboratory work.  86.4% of students met 
expectations of the Chemistry, Physics, Biology, and Geology labs (70% of students will achieve 
a ‘C’ or higher on laboratory assignments that require an understanding of the scientific 
method).   Faculty were satisfied with these results.  No action plans were needed. 
 
“Demonstrate a knowledge base, including laboratory skills, in at least one academic field” was 
assessed in 2013-2014 using final exam scores in second-semester science courses. With the goal 
being 70% of students will receive a 70% (C-) or above.  Results and follow-up are as follows: 
 


• BIO 152: The final exam scores for 67 students were collected. 58 (86%) received a 70% 
or above.  No action plan needed. 


• CHE 104: The final exam scores for 60 students were collected.  28 (47%) received a 
70% or above.  The goal was not met.  The chemistry faculty have been revising the 
General Chemistry I and II courses for the past year to improve the success in these 
courses as well as to align our curriculum with common transfer schools in the area.  
Increased math and chemistry pre-requisites have been added and these changes will be 
implemented in Fall 2014. 


• PHY 104: The final exam scores for 6 students were collected.  3 (50%) received a 70% 
or above.  Pre-requisites will be reviewed. 


• PHY 205: The final exam scores for 9 students were collected. 2 (22%) received a 70% 
or above. Pre-requisites will be reviewed. 


• GEO 104: The final exam scores for 9 students were collected. 7 (78%) received a 70% 
or above.  No action plan needed. 
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After completing academic program review in 2012, the MTS program was revised to include 
seven specializations (Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geology, Math, Pre-Professional and 
General) in order to facilitate appropriate course selection by students and advisers. These 
specializations also incorporated the 30 credits of general education requirements and the initial 
SUNY seamless transfer requirements.  The revised program was submitted to the Curriculum 
Committee and approved by the Faculty on October 21, 2013.  
 
In the Spring 2014 semester, workgroups were established by SUNY to allow for faculty input 
into the seamless transfer process. Members of each department/pathway in the MTS program 
participated in these workgroups, and the revised seamless transfer pathways were approved by 
SUNY on April 21, 2014. Therefore, the revised MTS program was tabled, and will be altered, if 
necessary, to correspond with the new pathway requirements. The revised program will be re-
submitted to the Curriculum Committee in the Fall 2014 semester for implementation in Fall 
2015. New assessment plans for each specialization will be developed as well. 
 
Modern Languages Department 
 
While the College has offered American Sign Language (ASL) courses prior to program 
approval, Onondaga’s new A.S. program provides students with advanced study of ASL and 
many options for a future profession. Students interested in ASL-English Interpreting may take 
their two-year ASL degrees and transfer to formal interpreting training programs at four-year 
institutions. Students interested in careers other than interpreting may pair ASL studies with dual 
degrees in Education, Social Work, Human Services, Psychology, Counseling, Law, Nursing, 
Criminal Justice and other relevant disciplines.  A series of rubrics and exams demonstrate 
students' proficiency in ASL; courses are assessed annually.  Overall, faculty members are 
satisfied with student performance. 
 
 
Mechanical Technology Department 
 
OCC’s Mechanical Technology (MET) A.A.S. program  prepares students to join the 
manufacturing industry in a mid-level position or to continue education in the Mechanical 
Technology field at an upper-division college. The program provides students a background in 
practical engineering and familiarity with state-of-the-art equipment.  
 
Academic program review was completed in December 2013.  A key strength of the program is 
the alignment with needs of local industry and the priority placed on skills required in the field of 
mechanical technology.   The department is currently addressing a recommendation to change 
the existing math requirements, specifically MAT 143, as it is a barrier to completion and the 
content level (pre-calculus with trigonometry) exceeds the needs of the program, employers, and 
transfer institution. Upon examining MAT 143 grades for 173 students enrolled in the program 
from 2008-2014, the department has found that a large percentage of those students had either 
dropped or failed the course (implemented as a requirement for degree completion after the 
elimination of two technical math courses). Given that MAT 143 does not seem to be a good fit 
for MET students, the program's curriculum will be revised in Fall 2014 to integrate technical 
MAT 119 as a required course. 
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Additional recommendations to be addressed by the Mechanical Technology faculty:  
 


● Continue progress towards using the CAD systems and elimination of the use of drafting 
boards.  


● Incorporate the use of student portfolio in program’s Assessment.  
● Explore membership in The New York State Engineering Technology Association and 


local chapter of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers.  
● Consider development of an Engineering Technical Student Club.  
● Explore the development of a Nano/Clean Room Technology program involving both the 


Mechanical and Electrical Technology programs.  
● Continue to offer local industry non-credit courses (ex: CNC machining and CAM 


technicians).  
● Explore strategic use of “skilled” adjuncts from the industry.  
● Collaborate with English Department to offer a technical writing course that does not 


require the current prerequisites of English 103 and English 104.  
● Schedule annual Advisory Committee meetings and place meeting minutes into WEAVE.  
● Develop an Action Plan for the nine measures that indicated program goals were not met.  
● Work with IPAR to develop more specific measures to assess program outcomes and 


document findings.  
 
Enrolling students in Fall 2014, the new one-year Advanced Manufacturing – Machining (AMF) 
certificate is offered as an alternative to the MET degree. It is a program designed to provide the 
course work and hands-on skills necessary to immediately enter the workforce. The courses 
included in the certificate provide the Core Advanced Manufacturing and SUNY General 
Education courses to articulate to other SUNY specialty certificate and degree programs. 
 
Music Department 
 
The Music (MUS)A.A.S. degree provides students with the musical, analytical and performance 
skills necessary to prepare them for successful transfer to similar programs at four-year colleges; 
to seek employment in music and related fields; or to provide a low-cost opportunity for the 
advancement of their musical skills for personal and/or professional goals.  Program assessment 
results are summarized below. 
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Outcomes Measures Targets  Results 
O 1: Demonstrate proficiency 
on their instrument or voice in 
the areas of tone-production, 
technique and musicality. 


Jury musical performance  100% of second-semester 
sophomore jury performances 
will earn score '70' or better. 


Targets partially met 
2012-13: 92% (26) students met 
the expected level of 
performance. Solo performance 
is difficult and although we 
strive for successful 
performance by all students we 
understand that some will not 
fully develop their performance 
skills by the end of their 
sophomore year.  We would 
like to see our students become 
more acclimated to 
performance through increased 
solo and ensemble 
performances on campus.  We 
also feel this area would benefit 
from: improved rehearsal 
conditions for the ensembles 
(perhaps in the way of more 
time on stage)  Larger practice 
facilities; increased rehearsal 
time; and the vocalists and 
percussionists would benefit 
greatly from a “wall of mirrors” 
to increase their awareness of 
posture and technique (imagine 
receiving test scores but 
absolutely no feedback on how 
the number was derived.)  We 
anticipate many of these 
improvements in the new 
building. 
2013-14: 100% (17) students 
met expectation for satisfactory 
performance. Solo performance 
is a difficult but necessary part 
of the music curriculum. This 
sample is smaller than previous 
years but the quality is quite 
high. 


O 2: Understand how to 
recognize, distinguish and 
interpret various musical styles 
and performance practices. 


Final exam A raw numeric grade of 65 out 
of 100 


Targets partially met 
2012-13: 60.5% (53) students 
met the expected level of 
performance. The instructor 
indicated that he is not satisfied 
with the results of the MUS 106 
learning outcome performances.  
The chief problem is the written 
part of the exam (16% of the 
exam) -- many students simply 
cannot collect their thoughts 
and write effectively.  Judging 
from those who leave the 
written part entirely blank, I 
suspect that some cannot write 
at all.  We may have to change 
our rubric. 
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Outcomes Measures Targets  Results 
2013-14: 70% (37) students met 
expectation for satisfactory 
performance. The instructor 
indicated that he is not satisfied 
with the results of the MUS 106 
learning outcome performances. 
The chief problem is the written 
part of the exam (16% of the 
exam) -- many students simply 
cannot collect their thoughts 
and write effectively. Judging 
from those who leave the 
written part entirely blank, I 
suspect that some cannot write 
at all. That being said, it is safe 
to be cautiously optimistic, as 
this year's results are 10% better 
than last year's. 


O 3: Analyze musical works and 
demonstrate an understanding of 
the compositional techniques 
endemic to the style of music 
studied. 


Term Paper B or higher on analytical term 
paper 


Targets partially met 
2012-13: 76.5% (32) students 
met the expected level of 
performance. 
2013-14: 85% (30) students met 
expectation for satisfactory 
performance. 


O 4: Demonstrate keyboard and 
aural skills, including sight-
singing and rhythmic reading. 


Individual Performance exams Numeric score at or above 70 
for each of the three 
performance exams 


Targets partially met 
2012-13: 100% (29) MUS 116; 
81% (32) MUS 202K; 88% (88) 
MUS 202R students met the 
expected level of performance. 
2013-14: 91% (22) MUS 116; 
90% (29) MUS 202K; 82% (28) 
MUS 202R students met 
expectation for satisfactory 
performance. 


O 5: Alignment of the program 
curriculum with 
workforce/industry standards 


Review and alignment  Review and alignment 
complete 


Target partially met 
2013-14: While it does not 
appear in the assessment data, 
we have anecdotal evidence that 
the students experience some 
difficulty transferring in the 
area of music reading. We are 
currently changing that 
curriculum at OCC to better 
match the 4-year 
transfer institutions. 


O 6: Ensure successful student 
transfer 


Student transfer data: 
Sophomore Survey 


Meet or exceed institution's 
benchmark. 


Targets met 
2012-13: Of 21 students that are 
graduating, 18 are successful 
transfers and 3 are not. We are 
happy with that rate as the three 
each have good reasons (one 
only wanted our degree; one is 
moving to NYC to work; and 
one is waiting a year to save 
money before transferring.) 
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Outcomes Measures Targets  Results 
2013-14: 85% (20) students 
graduating from the Music 
program successfully 
transferred to 4-year 
institutions; of those 17 
students who transferred, 82% 
intend to pursue music-related 
majors. 


 
Nine Onondaga students got the opportunity of a lifetime when they performed at the 2014 Super 
Bowl as part of the Syracuse University Marching Band.  The Super Bowl was a grand finale for 
the students who practiced and performed as members of the band at each home football game, 
along with the Texas Bowl in Houston in December 2013. 
 
As a result of an academic program review conducted in January 2013, the Music department is 
working on the following recommendations:   (1) engage faculty across Applied Studios in 
regular discussions regarding faculty and student expectations; (2) conduct job analysis of the 
current Technical Assistant's role and responsibilities. Contact the Human Resources Office to 
initiate a job analysis; (3) consider creative discipline combinations for which full-time line job 
description could be written to address expertise-need (ex: expertise in the area of Applied 
Guitar, combined with Music Ed, or Music Recording, or Music Business; (4) investigate 
parameters and feasibility in the areas of program development for such opportunities as: 
Recording Technology, Music Business, Music Therapy and Music Education; and (5) rescind 
the Music Curriculum fee and replace with an "Applied Lesson Fee" Contact Assistant to the 
Provost to serve as the liaison between your department and Financial Services regarding 
curriculum fees. 
 
Nursing Department 
 
Onondaga’s Nursing (NUR) A.A.S. program is accredited by ACEN (the former NLNAC), and 
prepares graduates to deliver client care consistent with the legal definition of nursing practice. 
Every semester, the department tracks NCLEX professional licensing exam results and the 
program’s three-year retention rate. The number of licensed graduates who passed the NCLEX 
professional licensing exam in 2013 was 86.6% (39/45).  This is above the national pass rate, 
which was 83.04%, and the NYS pass rate of 78.14%.  Across the nation, results were a bit less 
than the previous year, as was anticipated by the NCSBN due to the change in the style of exam 
questions. The three-year retention rate for the entering cohort academic year 2010-2011 is 52%; 
however, overall retention is 62% - 10% remain or graduated in 3.5 years. 
 
Job placement rates and program satisfaction are tracked annually by graduate surveys. 2012-
2013’s job placement rate is100%. Faculty members continue to work with the Nursing 
department advisory committee to ensure that our students will find employment; and, we 
continue to review our curriculum with the advisory group to ensure it aligns with 
workforce/industry standards. 
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The department holds an annual assessment and curriculum reviews, discussing program 
outcomes and student learning outcomes from results of graduate and employer surveys, and 
course level assessments.  In 2013-2014, the department deleted the requirement of the ATI 
pre/post-critical thinking exam, which was used to identify high-risk students.  Students falling 
below a targeted benchmark were required to take the NUR 165 Critical Thinking course.  
However, since the majority of students are non-traditional and have been away from school for 
a long time, the faculty wanted to offer the critical thinking course to all students who felt the 
need to refresh studying habits.  High-risk students were identified by their performances on 
theory and skills in the NUR 191 beginning lab.  Additionally, discussions with adjuncts 
continued to help identify high-risk students in the clinical area through the required clinical 
papers and by their performances. 
 
Course Level Assessments 
 
Course level assessments identifying student learning outcomes were completed in May 2014. 
The following information shows student learning outcomes assessed through specifically 
identified theory exam questions, results and planned actions to enhance the program based on 
data results. Data results from nursing concept courses NUR 180, NUR 220, NUR 240, and NUR 
260 are summarized below. 
 
Courses Student Learning Outcomes Results Actions 


 
NUR 180 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Critical Thinking N=77 
62% 


Program revision in 
development to add NUR 165 
Critical Thinking as a 
requirement. 


Diversity N=75 
96% 


Continue to monitor. 


Communication N=75 
92% 


Continue to monitor. 


Technology Questions changed during 
semester 


Re-assessment scheduled in 
Spring 2015. 
 
Program revision in 
development to add NUR 175 
Nursing Informatics as a 
requirement. 


NUR 220 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Critical Thinking N=64 
75% 


Program revision in 
development to add NUR 165 
as a required course. 


Diversity N=74 
78% 


Add a unit on diversity with 
exam questions to NUR 220. 


Communication N=74 
86% 


Continue to monitor. 


Technology N=77 
48% 


Program revision in 
development to add NUR 175 
Nursing Informatics as a 
requirement. 


NUR 240 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Critical Thinking N=61 
80% 


Continue to monitor. 


Diversity N=79 
78% 


Continue to monitor. 
 
Add more theory/journal 
readings. 
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Courses Student Learning Outcomes Results Actions 
 


 Communication N=79 
91% 


Continue to monitor. 


 
Technology 


N=79 
72% 


Program revision in 
development to add NUR 175 
Nursing Informatics as a 
requirement. 


NUR 260 
 


Critical Thinking N=101 
78% 


Continue to monitor program 
revision in development to add 
NUR 165 Critical Thinking as a 
requirement. 
 


Diversity N=101 
72% 


Revise concepts on Diversity; 
add more theory/journal 
readings and exam questions. 
 
Add content on diversity in 
NUR 260 simulation. 


Technology 
 


N=101 
85% 


Continue to monitor. 


 
Based on the information provided, the nursing department will make appropriate changes and 
re-assess at the end of academic year by 2-14-2015.  Program revision that will include NUR 165 
and NUR 175 will be submitted to Curriculum Committee on or before Fall 2015, to be in effect 
Fall 2016.  Further assessment will take place in the fall of 2014 to review survey results of 
academic year 2012-2013. 
 
Physical Therapist Assistant Department 
 
The  Physical Therapist Assistant (PTA) A.A.S. program's mission is to educate, train, and 
cultivate entry-level physical therapist assistants to work with/under the supervision of licensed 
physical therapists. Onondaga’s program was accredited in 2004, and the department has started 
preparations for the 2015 re-accreditation process. The pass rate (3-year average) on the national 
PTA board examination is 94%; 100% of graduates are employed.  
 
In addition to preparing for re-accreditation the department is looking to; (1) emphasize the 
importance of the mock exam by meeting with core faculty to identify ways to help students 
prepare for the board exam, (2) review admission criteria and add additional recitation courses 
(projected completion of 2015) and (3) continue to advise students if their test grades drop below 
80 while also checking attendance for those students who Fall below a 3.0 grade point average. 
 
Public Safety Department 
 
OCC's Public Safety Training Center (PSTC) is rapidly expanding to meet the needs of today’s 
public safety forces.  Recognized by U.S. Dept. of Justice personnel for its innovative 
methodology of delivering terrorism-related programs to public safety, private sector, and 
governmental personnel, the Center confers A.A.S. degrees and certificates upon graduates of the 
Emergency Management (formerly known as Homeland Security and Disaster Preparedness), 
Fire Protection Technology and Law Enforcement programs.  
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Aligned with Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) higher education program 
curricula and developed in concert with the NYS Office of Emergency Management, the former 
Homeland Security and Disaster Preparedness (HSD) program had undergone a revision to 
change its name to Emergency Management (EMG) in order to put students in a better position 
to gain employment and/or transfer to a four-year institution. Given that 2012-2013 targets for 
expected levels of student achievement were not met – 100% of then HSD 178 student project 
submissions will receive 70% or better, and 77.8% (7/9) students assessed in Spring 2013 met 
the threshold - PSTC faculty decided to revise its common measure and threshold for the 
program's four student learning outcomes. In 2013-2014, final EMG 178 course grades were 
used to assess working knowledge of Emergency Management /Response criteria; 80% of 
students were expected to complete the course with grades 70% or better. 89% (8/9) students 
assessed in Spring 2014 met the revised target. 


 
Developed at the request of the Syracuse Fire Department, the Fire Protection Technology 
(FPD/FPC) degree and certificate programs provide students with the critical skills necessary to 
handle the challenges and demands of careers in fire protection and safety (or associated) 
professions, and is the only program in NYS that prepares graduates to earn national firefighter 
certification. Five student learning outcomes are assessed via FPT 112 students' performance on 
written and practical components of the International Fire Service Accreditation Congress 
(IFSAC) comprehensive exam; 100% of students who take the exam must earn 70% or better for 
both components. 100% (14) students assessed in Spring 2013 met the target and became 
IFSAC-certified for Fire Fighter Level II; 100% (13) students assessed in Spring 2014 have done 
the same. Overall, 90% (9/10) 2012 and 2013 Post-Graduate Survey respondents agreed/strongly 
agreed that the programs prepared graduates for fire protection technology careers. 


 
The NYS-approved Law Enforcement (LEC) certificate program offers first-rate training for 
students who intend to pursue careers in law enforcement or public safety. Graduates are 
certified by the state's Division of Criminal Justice Services (DCJS) as having satisfied the 
requirements for Phase 1 training for a period of two years; thus successful program completion 
is used as the measure for five student learning outcomes.  100% (9) students from the Spring 
2013 cohort LEC program and satisfied DCJS Phase I requirements; 100% (7) students from the 
Summer/Fall 2013 cohort have done the same. 
 
Respiratory Care Department 
 
The Respiratory Care (RPD) A.A.S. program provides graduates with skills and knowledge 
required to function as a licensed Respiratory Therapist (Respiratory Care Practitioner). 100% 
overall employer satisfaction has been reported for 2011/2012/2013.  All employer survey 
responses indicated overall satisfaction rating of 3 or higher on a 5-point Likert scale. Most 
ratings were 4 to 5. Feedback from employers has been overwhelmingly positive. Anecdotally, 
employers state that our graduates are "better prepared" and "have a better "work ethic" than 
graduates of other programs.  The low placement rate, however, resulted in program deactivation 
in 2014. 
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Surgical Technology Department 
 
Onondaga’s CAAHEP-accredited Surgical Technology (SGC) certificate program provides a 
high-level, comprehensive didactic and clinical experience to individuals with the desire to 
become Surgical Technologists. Students learn how to scrub and assist during operating 
procedures, how to prepare, maintain, clean and store instruments, and how to become a valuable 
component of a surgical team that will deliver high-level care to the patient population. 
 
Recent SGC program graduates outperformed all others in New York State. Each of the 
program’s 11 students achieved passing grades on the National Certification Exam, making it the 
only program in New York State in which all of its students passed. For the 464 Surgical Tech 
programs across the nation, OCC’s was 1 of only 95 in which all of its students earned passing 
grades. The National Certification Exam is 175 questions. A score of 119 is needed to pass. The 
College’s SGC class average was 141. The employment rate for these graduates is 100%. 
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Access and Login Guide 


1. Click on https://app.weaveonline.com/sunyocc/login.aspx 
 


2. Sign into CAS with login credentials below (case-sensitive): 
User Name: externalreview  
Password: whitney  


 
 


3. Arrive at WEAVE homepage:  
 


 



https://app.weaveonline.com/sunyocc/login.aspx





